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Abstract. This paper presents a review of the current state of the art
in the research field of cold and ultracold molecules. It serves as an
introduction to the focus issue of New Journal of Physics on Cold and
Ultracold Molecules and describes new prospects for fundamental research and
technological development. Cold and ultracold molecules may revolutionize
physical chemistry and few-body physics, provide techniques for probing new
states of quantum matter, allow for precision measurements of both fundamental
and applied interest, and enable quantum simulations of condensed-matter
phenomena. Ultracold molecules offer promising applications such as new
platforms for quantum computing, precise control of molecular dynamics,
nanolithography and Bose-enhanced chemistry. The discussion is based on
recent experimental and theoretical work and concludes with a summary of
anticipated future directions and open questions in this rapidly expanding
research field.
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This lecture: 

•  External field traps for atoms and molecules 
•  Interactions of complex atoms =  
   ultracold atom physics beyond alkali metals 

•  Interactions of ultracold molecules 
•  Ultracold chemistry – where are we? 
•  Ultracold chemistry – challenges 
•  Ultracold chemistry – what’s next?  
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Buffer-‐gas	  cooling	  
Laser	  cooling	  
Stark	  decelera2on	  
Velocity	  filtering	  
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Table 1. Orders of magnitude estimate of the phase space density and

temperature of molecular ensembles required to achieve the main scientific

goals that stimulate the development of ultracold molecule research. For dipolar

physics, we assume a permanent dipole moment of 1 Debye. The molecular mass

is assumed to be 100 amu.

Phase space Number Scientific

density [h̄3
] density [cm

−3
] Temperature goal

10
−17

–10
−14

10
6
–10

9 < 1 K Tests of fundamental forces of nature

10
−14 >10

9 < 1 K Electric dipole interactions

10
−13

–10
−10 >10

10 < 1 K Cold controlled chemistry

10
−5 >10

9 < 1 µK Ultracold chemistry

1 >10
13

100 nK Quantum degeneracy with molecules

1 >10
13

100 nK Optical lattices of molecules

10 >10
14 < 100 nK Novel quantum phase transitions

100 >10
14 < 30 nK Dipolar crystals

Figure 1. (a) The production of cold and ultracold molecules in different regions

of spatial density (n) and temperature (T ). Some technical approaches that are

yet to be demonstrated in experiments can potentially address the important

region of n ∼ 10
7
–10

10
cm

−3
and T ∼ 1 mK–1 µK (the panel in the middle). (b)

Applications of cold and ultracold molecules to various scientific explorations

are shown with the required values of n and T . The various bounds shown here

are not meant to be strictly applied, but rather they serve as general guidelines

for the technical requirements necessary for specific scientific topics.
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Want to be ultracold and dense! 
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More delicate methods: evaporative coolingEvaporative cooling



There are good collisions 
and there are bad collisions 
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Evaporative	  cooling	  in	  a	  magnetic	  trap	  



Why does this work for 
alkali atoms? 



What about other kinds of 
atoms? 

And what about molecules? 
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What makes evaporative cooling of 
atoms in a magnetic trap difficult? 



Consider oxygen O(3Pj)	  

eracy of different mj states corresponding to the same j, but
does not mix different lml-states. The new channels are la-
beled by the quantum numbers l ,ml ,mj , and a new quantum
number n in place of j. States !nm j! and !n!mj! have differ-
ent energies. The splitting of the energy levels of oxygen
in the 3P j!2 state due to the magnetic field is illustrated in
Fig. 1.
The scattering S matrix is obtained from the solution of

the following system of equations:

" d2dR2
"knmj

2 #
l" l"1 #

R2 #Fnlmlm j
"R #

!2$ %
n!l!ml!mj!

&nlmlm j!U!n!l!ml!mj!!Fn!l!ml!mj!
"R #,

"13#

where knmj
2 !2$(E#'nm j

), E is the total energy, 'nm j
are the

eigenenergies of the VSO"VB matrix, and the elements of the
coupling matrix &nlmlm j!U!n!l!ml!mj!! are given by

U!CTVESC . "14#

The coupling matrix U is constructed for all possible values
of M, and Eqs. "13# are integrated using the log-derivative
propagator of Johnson and Manolopoulos (38) subject to the
boundary conditions

F
n!l!ml!mj!
nlmlm j "R!0 #!0,

F
n!l!ml!mj!
nlmlm j "R!*#!

1
kn!mj!
1/2 +,nn!, ll!,mlml!,mjm j!

$exp(#i"knmj
R#-l/2#)

#Sn!l!ml!mj! ;nlmlm j

M exp( i"kn!mj!
R#-l!/2#)..

"15#

The cross sections for elastic and inelastic scattering are
computed from the S matrix as follows:

TABLE I. The nonzero elements of the VB matrix for the O-He system.

( jm j)/( j!mj!) 2#2 2#1 20 21 22 1#1 10 11 00

2#2 #3$0B
2#1 #3B$0/2 #B$0/2
20 #B$0 /!3
21 3B$0/2 #B$0/2
22 3B$0
1#1 #B$0/2 #3B$0/2
10 #B$0 /!3 #!2B$0 /!3
11 #B$0/2 3B$0/2
00 #!2$0B/!3

FIG. 1. Magnetic dependence of the energy levels of oxygen
correlating with the 3P j!2 level at zero magnetic field.

FIG. 2. Cross sections for the mj!"2!mj!!"2 "full curve#,
mj!"2!mj!!"1 "short-dashed curve#, mj!"2!mj!!0 "dot-
ted curve#, mj!"2!mj!!#1 "long-dashed curve#, and mj!"2
!mj!!#2 "dot-dashed curve# transitions in O(3Pmj!2)-

3He colli-
sions in the magnetic field B!1 T.
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VCF!
l̂ 2

2!R2
, "2#

where l is the rotational angular momentum of the R̂ vector
joining the two atoms and is equivalent to the orbital angular
momentum for collision $29%. The spin-orbit operator is rep-
resented by the scalar product of the electronic orbital angu-
lar momentum L̂ and the electronic spin angular momentum
Ŝ:

VSO!AL̂• Ŝ , "3#

with a constant A related to the spin-orbit splitting.
The operator for the interaction of the 3P atom with a

magnetic field has the form $30%

VB!!0" L̂"2 Ŝ #•B̂ , "4#

where !0 is the Bohr magneton and the vector B̂ is the
magnetic field.
The vector sum of L̂ and Ŝ yields the total electronic

angular momentum ĵ . The total wave function is expanded in
products of eigenfunctions of ĵ2 and l̂ 2 as follows:

&! '
lml jm j

Flml jm j
"R #Y lml" R̂ #Y jm j

" r̂ #. "5#

Vector r̂ denotes collectively the position vectors of the p
electrons in the open-shell atom, and the projections of l̂ and
ĵ on a space-fixed quantization axis are denoted by ml and
mj , respectively.
The elements of the VCF matrix in the basis "5# are

(lml jm j!VCF! j!mj!l!ml!)!* ll!*mlml!* j j!*mjm j!
l" l"1 #

2!R2
.

"6#

The spin-orbit operator is diagonal in the ! jm jlml) repre-
sentation and has the elements

(lml jm j!VSO! j!mj!l!ml!)!* ll!*mlml!* j j!*mjm j!
+ j , "7#

where + j is the energy of the 3P j atom without the magnetic
field.
If the He-3P atom interaction potential is expanded in a

Legendre series $31,32%,

VES" R̂ #! '
,!0,2

4-

2,"1 V,"R #'
m,

Y ,m,
* " R̂ #Y ,m,

" r̂ #, "8#

the matrix elements of the VES operator in the ! jm jlml) basis
can be readily evaluated using the Wigner-Eckart theorem
$33%. They have the form

(lml j"LS #mj!VES! j!"LS #mj!l!ml!)

! '
,!0,2

V,'
m,

"#1 #S" j" j!","m,#ml#mj

$$"2L"1 #"2L"1 #"2 j"1 #"2 j!"1 #

$"2l"1 #"2l!"1 #%1/2" L j S
j! L ,#

$$ j , j!
#mj m, mj!% $ l , l!

#ml #m, ml!%
$$ L , L

0 0 0 % $ l , l!
0 0 0 % , "9#

where symbols in parentheses and curly braces are 3 j and 6 j
symbols. Terms V,!0 and V,!2 in this equation are related
to the nonrelativistic interaction potentials of the HeO or
HeC molecule in the . and / states as follows $34–37%:

V,!0!"V."2V/#/3,

V,!2!5"V.#V/#/3. "10#

The quantization z axis is chosen in the direction of B̂ .
The VB operator can then be rewritten as

VB!!0B"Lz"2Sz#, "11#

and the elements of the VB matrix can be evaluated in the
basis of eigenfunctions of L̂2, Lz , Ŝ2 and Sz . These func-
tions are related to the eigenfunctions of ĵ2 and j z by the
transformation

! jm j)! '
MLMS

& L S j
ML MS m j' !LMLSMS), "12#

where ML and MS are the projections of L̂ and Ŝ on the B̂
axis, and the symbols in the square brackets are the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients. A combination of Eqs. "11# and "12#
gives the VB matrix in the ! jm j) representation "Table I#. The
VB operator is diagonal in the l and ml quantum numbers.
The VB matrix is diagonal in mj but nondiagonal in j.

Thus, j is not a good quantum number. The projection of the
electronic angular momentum mj is a good quantum number
asymptotically at R!0 . The VES operator mixes different mj
states at finite interatomic separations. It follows from Eq.
"9# that the matrix elements of the VES operator that couple
the states with mj and mj%+mj must also couple the states
with ml and ml&+mj , and there are no couplings between
the states corresponding to different values of mj"ml . The
sum M!mj"ml is, therefore, conserved in a collision.
For each value of the magnetic field, we define the trans-

formation C that diagonalizes the matrix of the VSO"VB
operator. For a finite B, this transformation lifts the degen-

R. V. KREMS AND A. DALGARNO PHYSICAL REVIEW A 68, 013406 "2003#
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Ground state: L=S=1, j=2 

Zeeman interaction Electron spin 

Electron orbital angular 
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He-O(3Pj) interaction 



How to describe the interaction anisotropy? 

V (r,R) = V (r, R, θ) =
�

λ

Vλ(r, R)Pλ(cos θ)

λ = 0 => isotropic part => elastic scattering 

λ > 0 => anisotropic part => inelastic scattering 

Can the anisotropy be calculated? 





What happens when we bring two 
open-shell atoms together ? 

where ! and " are the real and imaginary parts of the scat-
tering length, respectively. The imaginary part of the scatter-
ing length is directly proportional to the zero-temperature
rate coefficient for electronic relaxation of the j channel #12$:

k j%T!0 &!4'" j(/) . %9&

The relative magnitudes of ! and " characterize quantita-
tively the threshold dynamics and determine whether the
cooling of the system to ultracold temperatures will be effi-
cient.
The potentials V* and V+ for the He-O interaction have

been experimentally determined by Aquilanti and co-workers
#28$ and obtained theoretically using the ab initio coupled
cluster method at the single and double excitation level of
theory #16$. The calculations reported here are performed
with both sets of the interaction potentials. We refer to the
potentials of Aquilanti and co-workers as scattering or em-
pirical potentials, and the potentials from Ref. #16$ as ab
initio potentials. The behavior of the ab initio and empirical
potentials in the region of the interaction minimum is pre-
sented in Fig. 1. Although the overall agreement of the dif-
ferent potentials is good there are small differences between
the ab initio and empirical potentials in the region of the van
der Waals minimum and long-range parts of the interaction.
These deviations have little effect on the high-temperature
dynamics of O-He scattering #16$ but may be significant for
collisions at low temperatures.
In order to obtain converged solutions at ultralow colli-

sion energies, the system of Eqs. %3& is propagated to a maxi-
mum value of the interparticle distance R!50 Å with a very
small integration step. Ten partial waves are assumed in the
summation %6& unless otherwise stated. The S matrices and
cross sections are computed at 30 000 energy points in the
interval between 10"8 and 10 cm"1. The present model of
O-He collisions neglecting contributions from excited elec-
tronic states of the HeO molecule is particularly suited for
calculations at low collision energies #16$. It is also superior
to alternative time-dependent techniques, which are often un-
stable or may produce artifacts due to improper absorbing
boundaries at ultralow collision energies.

B. Resonance parameters from the S matrix

The scattering resonances are characterized by positions
and widths. These parameters can conveniently be deter-
mined using the lifetime matrix theory developed by Smith
#36$ and utilized in investigation of resonances in electron-
atom collisions #20,21$, electron-molecule collisions #22$,
and the photodetachment of H" #37$. The lifetime matrix Q
is related to the scattering S matrix %in atomic units& #36$:

Q!"iS#
dS
dE . %10&

As a consequence of the unitarity of the S matrix, the Q
matrix is Hermitian and its eigenvalues correspond to the
lifetimes of the collision metastable states. In the vicinity of
an isolated resonance one eigenvalue qmax is significantly
larger than all the others and it yields the lifetime of the
resonance. The energy dependence of qmax then has a Lorent-
zian shape

qmax!
,r

%Er"E &2#%,r/2&2
, %11&

where Er and ,r are the position and the width of the reso-
nance. By constructing and diagonalizing the Q matrix on a
set of closely spaced energies in the vicinity of the resonant
enhancement of the cross sections, the energy dependence of
qmax can be obtained and fitted to the form %11&, yielding the
values of Er and ,r .

III. RESULTS

The 3P0 state of oxygen has the highest energy of the
three 3P j levels. The energy splitting between the 3P0 and
3P2 levels is 226.6 cm"1 and between 3P0 and 3P1 it is 68.5
cm"1 #35$. As shown in Table I there is no direct coupling
between the 3P0 and 3P1 states. The 3P0!3P1 transition
occurs by a three-step mechanism proceeding via the 3P2
state, and it is supported by Coriolis coupling between the
j!2 sublevels #19$. This transition is forbidden for s waves
#15$. Its cross section quickly becomes very small as the
collision energy decreases #16$. The 3P0!3P2 relaxation
results in a large energy release and affects the ultracold
dynamics of He-O collisions most significantly.
Figure 2 presents the energy dependence of the cross sec-

tions for elastic and inelastic s-wave scattering of O(3P0) by
He at ultralow collision energies computed with two sets of
interaction potentials. The relaxation cross section rises in
accord with the Wigner threshold law and exceeds the elastic
cross section at energies less than 10"3 cm"1. The elastic
cross section has oscillations whose maxima occur when the
phase shift passes through multiples of '/2 and it tends to a
constant value as the velocity approaches zero. Table I shows
that the nonadiabatic coupling responsible for the 3P0
!3P2 relaxation is determined by the difference of the V*
and V+ potentials depicted in the right panel of Fig. 1. The
deviation between the empirical and computed values of the
V*"V+ difference reaches several wave numbers in the van
der Waals region. The V* and V+ potentials %left panel of

FIG. 1. Left panel: V* %upper curves& and V+ %lower curves&
potentials for O(3P)-He interaction. Right panel: V*"V+ . Full
curves, empirical potentials #28$; broken curves, ab initio potentials
#16$.
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VCF!
l̂ 2

2!R2
, "2#

where l is the rotational angular momentum of the R̂ vector
joining the two atoms and is equivalent to the orbital angular
momentum for collision $29%. The spin-orbit operator is rep-
resented by the scalar product of the electronic orbital angu-
lar momentum L̂ and the electronic spin angular momentum
Ŝ:

VSO!AL̂• Ŝ , "3#

with a constant A related to the spin-orbit splitting.
The operator for the interaction of the 3P atom with a

magnetic field has the form $30%

VB!!0" L̂"2 Ŝ #•B̂ , "4#

where !0 is the Bohr magneton and the vector B̂ is the
magnetic field.
The vector sum of L̂ and Ŝ yields the total electronic

angular momentum ĵ . The total wave function is expanded in
products of eigenfunctions of ĵ2 and l̂ 2 as follows:

&! '
lml jm j

Flml jm j
"R #Y lml" R̂ #Y jm j

" r̂ #. "5#

Vector r̂ denotes collectively the position vectors of the p
electrons in the open-shell atom, and the projections of l̂ and
ĵ on a space-fixed quantization axis are denoted by ml and
mj , respectively.
The elements of the VCF matrix in the basis "5# are

(lml jm j!VCF! j!mj!l!ml!)!* ll!*mlml!* j j!*mjm j!
l" l"1 #

2!R2
.

"6#

The spin-orbit operator is diagonal in the ! jm jlml) repre-
sentation and has the elements

(lml jm j!VSO! j!mj!l!ml!)!* ll!*mlml!* j j!*mjm j!
+ j , "7#

where + j is the energy of the 3P j atom without the magnetic
field.
If the He-3P atom interaction potential is expanded in a

Legendre series $31,32%,

VES" R̂ #! '
,!0,2

4-

2,"1 V,"R #'
m,

Y ,m,
* " R̂ #Y ,m,

" r̂ #, "8#

the matrix elements of the VES operator in the ! jm jlml) basis
can be readily evaluated using the Wigner-Eckart theorem
$33%. They have the form

(lml j"LS #mj!VES! j!"LS #mj!l!ml!)

! '
,!0,2

V,'
m,

"#1 #S" j" j!","m,#ml#mj

$$"2L"1 #"2L"1 #"2 j"1 #"2 j!"1 #

$"2l"1 #"2l!"1 #%1/2" L j S
j! L ,#

$$ j , j!
#mj m, mj!% $ l , l!

#ml #m, ml!%
$$ L , L

0 0 0 % $ l , l!
0 0 0 % , "9#

where symbols in parentheses and curly braces are 3 j and 6 j
symbols. Terms V,!0 and V,!2 in this equation are related
to the nonrelativistic interaction potentials of the HeO or
HeC molecule in the . and / states as follows $34–37%:

V,!0!"V."2V/#/3,

V,!2!5"V.#V/#/3. "10#

The quantization z axis is chosen in the direction of B̂ .
The VB operator can then be rewritten as

VB!!0B"Lz"2Sz#, "11#

and the elements of the VB matrix can be evaluated in the
basis of eigenfunctions of L̂2, Lz , Ŝ2 and Sz . These func-
tions are related to the eigenfunctions of ĵ2 and j z by the
transformation

! jm j)! '
MLMS

& L S j
ML MS m j' !LMLSMS), "12#

where ML and MS are the projections of L̂ and Ŝ on the B̂
axis, and the symbols in the square brackets are the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients. A combination of Eqs. "11# and "12#
gives the VB matrix in the ! jm j) representation "Table I#. The
VB operator is diagonal in the l and ml quantum numbers.
The VB matrix is diagonal in mj but nondiagonal in j.

Thus, j is not a good quantum number. The projection of the
electronic angular momentum mj is a good quantum number
asymptotically at R!0 . The VES operator mixes different mj
states at finite interatomic separations. It follows from Eq.
"9# that the matrix elements of the VES operator that couple
the states with mj and mj%+mj must also couple the states
with ml and ml&+mj , and there are no couplings between
the states corresponding to different values of mj"ml . The
sum M!mj"ml is, therefore, conserved in a collision.
For each value of the magnetic field, we define the trans-

formation C that diagonalizes the matrix of the VSO"VB
operator. For a finite B, this transformation lifts the degen-
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What happens when we bring two 
open-shell atoms together ? 

where ! and " are the real and imaginary parts of the scat-
tering length, respectively. The imaginary part of the scatter-
ing length is directly proportional to the zero-temperature
rate coefficient for electronic relaxation of the j channel #12$:

k j%T!0 &!4'" j(/) . %9&

The relative magnitudes of ! and " characterize quantita-
tively the threshold dynamics and determine whether the
cooling of the system to ultracold temperatures will be effi-
cient.
The potentials V* and V+ for the He-O interaction have

been experimentally determined by Aquilanti and co-workers
#28$ and obtained theoretically using the ab initio coupled
cluster method at the single and double excitation level of
theory #16$. The calculations reported here are performed
with both sets of the interaction potentials. We refer to the
potentials of Aquilanti and co-workers as scattering or em-
pirical potentials, and the potentials from Ref. #16$ as ab
initio potentials. The behavior of the ab initio and empirical
potentials in the region of the interaction minimum is pre-
sented in Fig. 1. Although the overall agreement of the dif-
ferent potentials is good there are small differences between
the ab initio and empirical potentials in the region of the van
der Waals minimum and long-range parts of the interaction.
These deviations have little effect on the high-temperature
dynamics of O-He scattering #16$ but may be significant for
collisions at low temperatures.
In order to obtain converged solutions at ultralow colli-

sion energies, the system of Eqs. %3& is propagated to a maxi-
mum value of the interparticle distance R!50 Å with a very
small integration step. Ten partial waves are assumed in the
summation %6& unless otherwise stated. The S matrices and
cross sections are computed at 30 000 energy points in the
interval between 10"8 and 10 cm"1. The present model of
O-He collisions neglecting contributions from excited elec-
tronic states of the HeO molecule is particularly suited for
calculations at low collision energies #16$. It is also superior
to alternative time-dependent techniques, which are often un-
stable or may produce artifacts due to improper absorbing
boundaries at ultralow collision energies.

B. Resonance parameters from the S matrix

The scattering resonances are characterized by positions
and widths. These parameters can conveniently be deter-
mined using the lifetime matrix theory developed by Smith
#36$ and utilized in investigation of resonances in electron-
atom collisions #20,21$, electron-molecule collisions #22$,
and the photodetachment of H" #37$. The lifetime matrix Q
is related to the scattering S matrix %in atomic units& #36$:

Q!"iS#
dS
dE . %10&

As a consequence of the unitarity of the S matrix, the Q
matrix is Hermitian and its eigenvalues correspond to the
lifetimes of the collision metastable states. In the vicinity of
an isolated resonance one eigenvalue qmax is significantly
larger than all the others and it yields the lifetime of the
resonance. The energy dependence of qmax then has a Lorent-
zian shape

qmax!
,r

%Er"E &2#%,r/2&2
, %11&

where Er and ,r are the position and the width of the reso-
nance. By constructing and diagonalizing the Q matrix on a
set of closely spaced energies in the vicinity of the resonant
enhancement of the cross sections, the energy dependence of
qmax can be obtained and fitted to the form %11&, yielding the
values of Er and ,r .

III. RESULTS

The 3P0 state of oxygen has the highest energy of the
three 3P j levels. The energy splitting between the 3P0 and
3P2 levels is 226.6 cm"1 and between 3P0 and 3P1 it is 68.5
cm"1 #35$. As shown in Table I there is no direct coupling
between the 3P0 and 3P1 states. The 3P0!3P1 transition
occurs by a three-step mechanism proceeding via the 3P2
state, and it is supported by Coriolis coupling between the
j!2 sublevels #19$. This transition is forbidden for s waves
#15$. Its cross section quickly becomes very small as the
collision energy decreases #16$. The 3P0!3P2 relaxation
results in a large energy release and affects the ultracold
dynamics of He-O collisions most significantly.
Figure 2 presents the energy dependence of the cross sec-

tions for elastic and inelastic s-wave scattering of O(3P0) by
He at ultralow collision energies computed with two sets of
interaction potentials. The relaxation cross section rises in
accord with the Wigner threshold law and exceeds the elastic
cross section at energies less than 10"3 cm"1. The elastic
cross section has oscillations whose maxima occur when the
phase shift passes through multiples of '/2 and it tends to a
constant value as the velocity approaches zero. Table I shows
that the nonadiabatic coupling responsible for the 3P0
!3P2 relaxation is determined by the difference of the V*
and V+ potentials depicted in the right panel of Fig. 1. The
deviation between the empirical and computed values of the
V*"V+ difference reaches several wave numbers in the van
der Waals region. The V* and V+ potentials %left panel of

FIG. 1. Left panel: V* %upper curves& and V+ %lower curves&
potentials for O(3P)-He interaction. Right panel: V*"V+ . Full
curves, empirical potentials #28$; broken curves, ab initio potentials
#16$.

SHAPE RESONANCES AND NONADIABATIC DYNAMICS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 012702 %2002&

012702-3

VCF!
l̂ 2

2!R2
, "2#

where l is the rotational angular momentum of the R̂ vector
joining the two atoms and is equivalent to the orbital angular
momentum for collision $29%. The spin-orbit operator is rep-
resented by the scalar product of the electronic orbital angu-
lar momentum L̂ and the electronic spin angular momentum
Ŝ:

VSO!AL̂• Ŝ , "3#

with a constant A related to the spin-orbit splitting.
The operator for the interaction of the 3P atom with a

magnetic field has the form $30%

VB!!0" L̂"2 Ŝ #•B̂ , "4#

where !0 is the Bohr magneton and the vector B̂ is the
magnetic field.
The vector sum of L̂ and Ŝ yields the total electronic

angular momentum ĵ . The total wave function is expanded in
products of eigenfunctions of ĵ2 and l̂ 2 as follows:

&! '
lml jm j

Flml jm j
"R #Y lml" R̂ #Y jm j

" r̂ #. "5#

Vector r̂ denotes collectively the position vectors of the p
electrons in the open-shell atom, and the projections of l̂ and
ĵ on a space-fixed quantization axis are denoted by ml and
mj , respectively.
The elements of the VCF matrix in the basis "5# are

(lml jm j!VCF! j!mj!l!ml!)!* ll!*mlml!* j j!*mjm j!
l" l"1 #

2!R2
.

"6#

The spin-orbit operator is diagonal in the ! jm jlml) repre-
sentation and has the elements

(lml jm j!VSO! j!mj!l!ml!)!* ll!*mlml!* j j!*mjm j!
+ j , "7#

where + j is the energy of the 3P j atom without the magnetic
field.
If the He-3P atom interaction potential is expanded in a

Legendre series $31,32%,

VES" R̂ #! '
,!0,2

4-

2,"1 V,"R #'
m,

Y ,m,
* " R̂ #Y ,m,

" r̂ #, "8#

the matrix elements of the VES operator in the ! jm jlml) basis
can be readily evaluated using the Wigner-Eckart theorem
$33%. They have the form

(lml j"LS #mj!VES! j!"LS #mj!l!ml!)

! '
,!0,2

V,'
m,

"#1 #S" j" j!","m,#ml#mj

$$"2L"1 #"2L"1 #"2 j"1 #"2 j!"1 #

$"2l"1 #"2l!"1 #%1/2" L j S
j! L ,#

$$ j , j!
#mj m, mj!% $ l , l!

#ml #m, ml!%
$$ L , L

0 0 0 % $ l , l!
0 0 0 % , "9#

where symbols in parentheses and curly braces are 3 j and 6 j
symbols. Terms V,!0 and V,!2 in this equation are related
to the nonrelativistic interaction potentials of the HeO or
HeC molecule in the . and / states as follows $34–37%:

V,!0!"V."2V/#/3,

V,!2!5"V.#V/#/3. "10#

The quantization z axis is chosen in the direction of B̂ .
The VB operator can then be rewritten as

VB!!0B"Lz"2Sz#, "11#

and the elements of the VB matrix can be evaluated in the
basis of eigenfunctions of L̂2, Lz , Ŝ2 and Sz . These func-
tions are related to the eigenfunctions of ĵ2 and j z by the
transformation

! jm j)! '
MLMS

& L S j
ML MS m j' !LMLSMS), "12#

where ML and MS are the projections of L̂ and Ŝ on the B̂
axis, and the symbols in the square brackets are the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients. A combination of Eqs. "11# and "12#
gives the VB matrix in the ! jm j) representation "Table I#. The
VB operator is diagonal in the l and ml quantum numbers.
The VB matrix is diagonal in mj but nondiagonal in j.

Thus, j is not a good quantum number. The projection of the
electronic angular momentum mj is a good quantum number
asymptotically at R!0 . The VES operator mixes different mj
states at finite interatomic separations. It follows from Eq.
"9# that the matrix elements of the VES operator that couple
the states with mj and mj%+mj must also couple the states
with ml and ml&+mj , and there are no couplings between
the states corresponding to different values of mj"ml . The
sum M!mj"ml is, therefore, conserved in a collision.
For each value of the magnetic field, we define the trans-

formation C that diagonalizes the matrix of the VSO"VB
operator. For a finite B, this transformation lifts the degen-

R. V. KREMS AND A. DALGARNO PHYSICAL REVIEW A 68, 013406 "2003#
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See: PRA 68, 013406 (2003) 
    JPC  108, 8941 (2004)  



What happens when we bring two 
open-shell atoms together ? 
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What about molecules? 



Formally, interactions of molecules 
are similar to those between 

atoms: 
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Figure 3. The cross sections for elastic scattering (full line) and spin relaxation

(dashed line) in collisions of O2(
3�−

g
) molecules in the low-field-seeking state

|MSA
= 1, MSB

= 1� as functions of the magnetic field. The spin relaxation cross

section is summed over all final spin states and divided by 10 to fit the scale of

the figure. The collision energy is 10
−6

K.
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Figure 4. The s-wave elastic scattering cross section for collisions of O2(
3�−

g
)

molecules in the lowest high-field-seeking state |MSA
= −1, MSB

= −1� as a

function of the magnetic field. The collision energy is 10
−6

K.

O2–O2 complex shown in figure 1(b) leading to the resonant variation of the elastic cross section.

This suggests that the resonances depicted in figure 4 are similar to the magnetic Feshbach

resonances in collisions of the alkali metal atoms [12] and that the s-wave scattering length in

an ultracold gas of
3� molecules can be efficiently manipulated with magnetic fields.

New Journal of Physics 11 (2009) 055021 (http://www.njp.org/)
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How to get around this problem? 

Why not to trap the high-feel-
seeking state? 

Good collision ! Bad collision !
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How to get around this problem? 

Why not to trap the high-feel-
seeking state? 

eracy of different mj states corresponding to the same j, but
does not mix different lml-states. The new channels are la-
beled by the quantum numbers l ,ml ,mj , and a new quantum
number n in place of j. States !nm j! and !n!mj! have differ-
ent energies. The splitting of the energy levels of oxygen
in the 3P j!2 state due to the magnetic field is illustrated in
Fig. 1.
The scattering S matrix is obtained from the solution of

the following system of equations:

" d2dR2
"knmj

2 #
l" l"1 #

R2 #Fnlmlm j
"R #

!2$ %
n!l!ml!mj!

&nlmlm j!U!n!l!ml!mj!!Fn!l!ml!mj!
"R #,

"13#

where knmj
2 !2$(E#'nm j

), E is the total energy, 'nm j
are the

eigenenergies of the VSO"VB matrix, and the elements of the
coupling matrix &nlmlm j!U!n!l!ml!mj!! are given by

U!CTVESC . "14#

The coupling matrix U is constructed for all possible values
of M, and Eqs. "13# are integrated using the log-derivative
propagator of Johnson and Manolopoulos (38) subject to the
boundary conditions

F
n!l!ml!mj!
nlmlm j "R!0 #!0,

F
n!l!ml!mj!
nlmlm j "R!*#!

1
kn!mj!
1/2 +,nn!, ll!,mlml!,mjm j!

$exp(#i"knmj
R#-l/2#)

#Sn!l!ml!mj! ;nlmlm j

M exp( i"kn!mj!
R#-l!/2#)..

"15#

The cross sections for elastic and inelastic scattering are
computed from the S matrix as follows:

TABLE I. The nonzero elements of the VB matrix for the O-He system.

( jm j)/( j!mj!) 2#2 2#1 20 21 22 1#1 10 11 00

2#2 #3$0B
2#1 #3B$0/2 #B$0/2
20 #B$0 /!3
21 3B$0/2 #B$0/2
22 3B$0
1#1 #B$0/2 #3B$0/2
10 #B$0 /!3 #!2B$0 /!3
11 #B$0/2 3B$0/2
00 #!2$0B/!3

FIG. 1. Magnetic dependence of the energy levels of oxygen
correlating with the 3P j!2 level at zero magnetic field.

FIG. 2. Cross sections for the mj!"2!mj!!"2 "full curve#,
mj!"2!mj!!"1 "short-dashed curve#, mj!"2!mj!!0 "dot-
ted curve#, mj!"2!mj!!#1 "long-dashed curve#, and mj!"2
!mj!!#2 "dot-dashed curve# transitions in O(3Pmj!2)-

3He colli-
sions in the magnetic field B!1 T.

DISALIGNMENT TRANSITIONS IN COLD COLLISIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 68, 013406 "2003#
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Earnshaw’s	  theorem	  (1842):	  

A collection of point charges cannot be 
maintained in a stable stationary configuration 
solely by the electrostatic interactions of the 
charges.. 



Earnshaw’s	  theorem	  (1842):	  

It	  is	  impossible	  to	  create	  a	  sta2c	  
magne2c	  field	  with	  a	  local	  maximum	  



Earnshaw’s	  theorem	  (1842):	  

It	  is	  impossible	  to	  create	  a	  sta2c	  
magne2c	  field	  with	  a	  local	  maximum	  



How to get around this problem? 

Use other traps:  
How about an electrostatic trap? 
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Electrostatic traps suffer from 
the same problem.. 
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Confocal	  microwave	  cavity	  
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Fig. 2. Energies of dressed states vs. applied microwave electric field strength. State labels are zero-field basis states |!Jmn!,
as discussed in the main text. Only the subspace connected to |!000! is shown. For this figure we have chosen a typical working
value of the microwave frequency, !" = 1.57Be. (a) Linear polarization ! = ẑ. In this calculation, Jmax = 5 and nmax = 20.
For clarity, only one dressed state for each initial value of J < Jmax is shown in the main diagram. (The inset shows the full
Hilbert space included in the calculation; the pattern of levels is repeated for states with photon number n! = n ± 2k, where
k is any integer.) Note the large avoided crossings with the state that originates as |!000! at zero field; the crossing of states
labeled |!000! and |!4 0"14! is also avoided, but the separation is too small to see in this diagram. (b) Circular polarization
! = (x̂" iŷ)/

#
2. In this calculation, Jmax = 10 and nmax = 10. All states of the coupled subspace in the plotted energy region

are shown. Note the monotonic behavior and lack of avoided crossings for the |!000! state.

field, e.g. with ! = (x̂ ! iŷ)/
"

2. In this case, absorption
(emission) of k photons is necessarily accompanied by a
change in angular momentum projection !m = !k(k).
The critical di!erence from the case of linear polarization
is that for the |J = 0, m = 0# state of interest, net absorp-
tion or emission of k photons requires coupling to a state
with angular momentum J ! $ m! = k, which is, for any
field strength, separated in energy from the |J = 0, m = 0#
state by E(J !) ! E(J = 0) > 2Bek. Thus, for a red de-
tuned microwave trap (with !" < 2Be), there are sim-
ply no resonant multiphoton transitions possible from the
|J = 0, m = 0# state. This dramatically simplifies the be-
havior of !E as a function of E0, compared to the case
of linear polarization. The manifold of coupled states that
comprise the relevant Hilbert space for the case of circular
polarization is shown in Figure 1b.

The molecular part of the o!-diagonal matrix elements
used for explicit calculations of the circular-polarization
case are

%J !, m!|n · !" |J, m# = %J, m|n · ! |J !, m!# =
1"
2
%J !, m!| sin #ei! |J, m#

=
1"
2

!
Y m!"

J! sin #ei!Y m
J d$

=
""

J ! m ! 1
"

J ! m"
2J ! 1

"
2J + 1

%J!,J#1

+
"

J + m + 1
"

J + m + 2"
2J + 1

"
2J + 3

%J!,J+1

#
%m!,m+1. (6)

Typical results of the calculation are shown in Figure 2b.
For moderately large fields such that µE0 ! Be, we find the
desired (and originally expected) behavior !E & !&E0,
where the proportionality factor & is roughly constant over
a wide range of E0, is of order & ' µ/2, and is maximal
when the detuning ! is minimized.

3 Realistic design parameters for a microwave
trap

The requirement for a circularly-polarized field, along with
a desire to maintain an open geometry for optical and
other access to the trap region, has led us to consider
Fabry-Perot type resonators for the microwave trap. Such
resonators are common in the mm-wave [29] through opti-
cal regions [30], but rather less so in the microwave regime.
Nevertheless, cavities with characteristics very similar to
those required have been demonstrated [31,32]; we closely
follow the treatment of reference [31] in our discussion
here. Our goal is to outline a basic, realistic design for
such a resonator, and discuss the volume, depth, and other
characteristics of the resulting trap potential.

We consider a symmetric, spherical-mirror Fabry-
Perot cavity. We assume a confocal geometry, where the
mirrors have spacing L and radius of curvature R = L, and
define the z-axis along the symmetry axis of the resonator,
with z = 0 midway between the mirrors. We consider the
lowest-order transverse mode (TEM00) in this cavity, for
which the resonant condition is L = (q + 1/2)'/2, where
q is the integer number of half-wavelengths along the cav-
ity axis; we choose q odd to produce an antinode of the

Microwave traps for polar molecules

DeMille, Glenn, and Petricka, Eur. J. Phys. D 31, 375 (2004) 
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Photoassociation of ultracold alkali metal atoms 



Midpoint summary 
Evaporative cooling of alkali metal atoms in a magnetic trap  
          has been successfully demonstrated and used 

Evaporative cooling of non-S-state atoms in a magnetic trap  
             is unlikely to work 

Evaporative cooling of most molecules in a magnetic trap  
             will be hard 

Need to develop traps for atoms and molecules  
          in the absolute ground state  
             - this can be achieved using laser field traps 

So far, the best method to create ultracold molecules is  
        Photoassociation of ultracold atoms 



Ultracold chemistry 
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Wigner’s laws:
elastic cross section ~ constant
reaction cross section ~ 1/velocity



Wigner’s laws:
elastic cross section ~ constant
reaction cross section ~ 1/velocity

rate ~ velocity     cross section
elastic rate ~ 0
reaction rate ~ constant

x
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Ultracold chemistry – new regime of chemistry 

•  controlled chemical reactions 

•  quantum effects in chemistry 

•  detailed mechanisms of chemical reactions 

•  role of individual ro-vibrational energy 
levels in determining chemical reactivity 

Possibility to study	  

See “Cold Controlled Chemistry”:  
            R. V. Krems, PCCP 10, 479 (2009)  



Ultracold chemistry – new regime of chemistry 

•  effects of quantum statistics and many-
body physics on chemical reactions 

•  effects of tunable fine and hyperfine 
interactions on chemical reactions 

•  effects of external space symmetry on 
chemical reactions 

Possibility to study	  

See “Cold Controlled Chemistry”:  
            R. V. Krems, PCCP 10, 479 (2009)  
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External field control of 
molecular reactions	  





“Experimental and theoretical studies of the 
Coherent Control of unimolecular processes 
have seen spectacular growth over the last 
two decades. By contrast, Coherent Control 
of collisional processes remains a significant 
challenge...” 

Paul Brumer, DAMOP 2007, Bulletin of the APS
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Controlling the quantum stereodynamics of
ultracold bimolecular reactions
M. H. G. de Miranda1†, A. Chotia1†, B. Neyenhuis1†, D. Wang1†‡, G. Quéméner1, S. Ospelkaus2‡,
J. L. Bohn1, J. Ye1* and D. S. Jin1*
Molecular collisions in the quantum regime represent a new opportunity to explore chemical reactions. Recently,

atom-exchange reactions were observed in a trapped ultracold gas of KRb molecules. In an external electric field, these polar

molecules can easily be oriented and the exothermic and barrierless bimolecular reactions, KRb+KRb→ K2 +Rb2, occur at

a rate that rises steeply with increasing dipole moment. Here we demonstrate the suppression of the bimolecular chemical

reaction rate by nearly two orders of magnitude when we use an optical lattice trap to confine the fermionic polar molecules

in a quasi-two-dimensional, pancake-like geometry, with the dipoles oriented along the tight confinement direction. With the

combination of sufficiently tight confinement and Fermi statistics of the molecules, two polar molecules can approach each

other only in a ‘side-by-side’ collision under repulsive dipole–dipole interactions. The suppression of chemical reactions is a

prerequisite for the realization of newmolecule-based quantum systems.

Chemical reaction rates often depend strongly on

stereodynamics, namely the orientation and movement of

molecules in three-dimensional (3D) space
1–3

. An ultracold

molecular gas, with a temperature below 1 µK, provides a highly

unusual regime for chemistry, where the motion of two colliding

molecules is strictly quantized. Atom-exchange reactions observed

in a recent experiment with an ultracold gas of KRb molecules pro-

ceed with a single partial wave in the quantum threshold regime
4
. In

an external electric field, the reaction rate has a strong dependence

on the induced molecular dipole moment
5
. The quantum stereo-

dynamics of the ultracold collisions can be exploited to suppress

these bimolecular chemical reactions. We can confine the polar

molecules in quasi-2D optical traps, with the molecular dipoles

oriented perpendicular to the 2D plane
6,7
. By precise quantum-state

control of both the internal and external degrees of freedom of

the molecules, we ensure that two polar molecules can approach

each other only in a ‘side-by-side’ collision, dictated by the Fermi

statistics of themolecules and the trap confinement. Chemical reac-

tions are thus suppressed by the repulsive long-range dipole–dipole

interaction. The suppression of chemical reactions opens the way

for investigation of a dipolar molecular quantum gas. As a result of

the strong, long-range character of the dipole–dipole interactions,

such a gas brings fundamentally new abilities to quantum-gas-based

studies of strongly correlated many-body physics, where quantum

phase transitions and new states ofmatter can emerge
8–13

.

Two colliding polar molecules interact through long-range

dipole–dipole forces well before they reach the shorter distance

scales where chemical forces become relevant. Therefore, the spatial

anisotropy of the dipolar interaction can play an essential role in

the stereochemistry of bimolecular reactions of polar molecules.

In general, one expects the attraction between oriented dipoles in

a ‘head-to-tail’ collision to be favourable for chemical reactions,

whereas the repulsion between two oriented polar molecules

in a ‘side-by-side’ collision presents an obstacle for reactions.

1JILA, NIST and University of Colorado, Department of Physics, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0440, USA, 2Max Planck Institute of
Quantum Optics, 85748 Garching, Germany. ‡Present addresses: Department of Physics, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, N.T., Hong Kong
(D.W.); Institut für Quantenoptik, Leibniz Universität, 30167 Hannover, Germany (S.O.). †These authors contributed equally to this work.
*e-mail: ye@jila.colorado.edu; jin@jilau1.colorado.edu.

Up to now, however, large centre-of-mass collision energies have

precluded the direct control of chemical reactions through dipolar

interactions. In a cold collision regime, where tens of scattering

partial waves contribute, one can begin to exert control of

intermolecular dynamics through the dipolar effect
14
. An ultracold

gas, however, provides an optimum environment in which to fully

investigate the dipolar effects
5,15,16

. Here, the molecules can be

prepared in identical internal quantum states, with the dipoles

oriented using an external electric field, and the molecular gas

confined in external potentials created using light. In the limit

of vanishing collision energies, the stereodynamics is described

by only a few quantized collision channels, and, moreover, for

indistinguishable molecules, the states of translational motion

are coupled to internal molecular states because the quantum

statistics of the molecules (fermions or bosons) dictates a particular

symmetry of the total wavefunction with respect to exchange of

two molecules. In this quantum regime, we have an opportunity to

suppress or enhance reaction rates by understanding and precisely

controlling the stereodynamics of colliding polarmolecules.

2D versus 3D trapping geometry
The spatial geometry of the confining potential can influence

collisions in a trapped dipolar gas. This effect has been explored

for elastic collisions of magnetic atoms
17
; here, we exploit spatial

geometry to control chemical reactions of polar molecules. In

particular, a 2D trap geometry, with the dipoles oriented parallel

to the tight confinement direction ẑ , is well matched to the spatial

anisotropy of the dipole–dipole interaction
18–20

.We can realize such

a geometry using a 1D optical lattice (see Fig. 1a), where the trapped

molecules are divided among several isolated layers. In each of these

layers, the lattice potential provides tight harmonic confinement

in ẑ such that only the lowest few quantized motional states in ẑ
are occupied. Consequently, within each isolated layer, colliding

molecules approach each other in two dimensions. However, the
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Figure 1 |Quantized stereodynamics of ultracold chemical reactions in
quasi-two dimensions. a, A quasi-2D geometry for collisions is realized for

polar molecules confined in a 1D optical lattice. An external electric field is

applied along the tight confinement axis. b, Schematic showing the three

lowest adiabatic potentials for collisions as a function of the intermolecular

separation, R. These three channels are ordered with increasing magnitude

of the centrifugal barrier. The arrows indicate the change in the potential for

an increasing external electric field, and hence a growing induced dipole

moment. c, Schematic showing each individual case for the three lowest

collision channels. The lowest-energy collision channel occurs when two

molecules are prepared in different internal states (indicated here by the

colours of the molecules). The second channel is realized when two

identical molecules are prepared in different vibrational levels v for their ẑ
motions. The third case has a much reduced loss rate as a consequence of

an increased centrifugal barrier when the two identical molecules are

prepared in the same vibrational level along ẑ.

range of the van der Waals interaction (and, for that matter, the
range of dipolar interactions at our largest external electric field)
is still smaller than the spatial extent of the cloud in the direction
of tight confinement, aho, and, therefore, at short intermolecular
distances, a collision still must be treated in three dimensions.

As discussed above, the two-molecule wavefunction must obey
an overall symmetry with respect to the exchange of the identical
molecules. This couples the internal degrees of freedom of the
molecules with their motional degrees of freedom, resulting in
a strong modification of the collision process through control
of internal states. Exploiting this coupling relies on the fact that
ultracold collisions, including ultracold chemical reactions, will
be dominated by the allowed collision channel with the lowest
centrifugal barrier. In three dimensions, ultracold fermions, such as
our molecules, that are spin-polarized (in the same internal state)
collide in the partial-wave channel with L= 1 (p wave), where h̄L is
the quantized relative angular momentum. Here, h̄= h/2π and h is
Planck’s constant. On the other hand, fermions in different internal
states can collide in s waves (L = 0). This behaviour is familiar
from the example of ultracold fermionic atoms21. For the case of
dipoles, the dipole–dipole interaction mixes states with different
L, such that one should replace L = 0 with the lowest-energy
adiabatic channel with even L, which does not have a centrifugal
barrier. Similarly, L= 1 becomes the odd-L adiabatic channel with
the lowest centrifugal barrier. The approach of controlling the
relative motion through control of the internal molecular states
has a serious limitation, which is that we do not have control
over the projection of the relative angular momentum of the
colliding particles on the ẑ axis, M . This is especially important
for dipoles, whereM describes whether the dipoles approach ‘side-
by-side’ (for example, L= 1,M = ±1), and therefore experience a
repulsive dipole–dipole interaction, or ‘head-to-tail’ (for example,
L=1,M =0), where the dipole–dipole interaction is attractive.

By confining polar molecules in two dimensions, we gain control
over M . With extremely strong confinement and large dipole mo-
ments oriented perpendicular to the 2D plane, one could, in principle,
achieve a fully 2D geometry where themolecules could approach each
other only side-by-side (oddM ) simply because of the repulsive part
of the dipole–dipole interaction6,7. Alternatively, in our present exper-
imental situation of quasi-2D trapping, we can again use the overall
symmetry of the two-molecule wavefunction for fermionic molecules
to control M . In quasi-two dimensions, L is no longer a good
quantum number for describing how molecules approach each other
at intermolecular separations that are much larger than aho; instead,
the relative motion is described by M . In addition, we have a new
(comparedwith the 3D case) quantumnumber that describes the har-
monic oscillator motional state in z for each molecule. This quantum
number, which we label v , acts as a new internal degree of freedom
for themolecules as they approach each other in the long range, in the
sense that we can relatively easily control the occupation in the differ-
ent v states and this will in turn give us control over the relativemotion
described byM . Specifically, fermionicmolecules in the same internal
state and the same vmust collide with oddM , whereas fermions in the
same internal state but different v can collide with evenM .

Stereodynamics and quantized collision channels
We now consider the quantized collision channels that define
the stereodynamics in this quasi-2D geometry. We identify three
collision channels relevant to the stereodynamics, and we label
these |1�, |2� and |3�, in order of increasing centrifugal barrier
heights. Figure 1b shows schematically the adiabatic potentials for
these three lowest-energy collision channels. Collision channel |1�
corresponds to spatially isotropic collisions, collision channel |2�
is the quantum analogue of ‘head-to-tail’ collisions, and collision
channel |3� is the quantum analogue of ‘side-by-side’ collisions
(further details are provided in the Methods section). Channels
|1� and |2� become increasingly favourable for chemical reactions
as the dipole–dipole interaction strength is increased, for example
by increasing the external electric field E. In contrast, channel |3�
has a centrifugal barrier whose height increases for higher dipole
moment, within the |E| range considered in this work. This barrier
hence continues to preventmolecules from reaching short range.

Figure 1c shows how these different collision channels can be
accessed through control of the internal molecular states and the ẑ
motional states. In Fig. 1c, molecules in different internal states are
shown in different colours and the harmonic oscillator states in ẑ
are labelled by v . In case (1), for two molecules in different internal
molecular states and in any combination of v levels, channel |1� is
allowed, resulting in no centrifugal barrier. In case (2), when the
molecules are prepared in identical internal molecular states but in
different v levels, the lowest-energy collision channel is |2� (‘head-
to-tail’). In case (3), where the molecules are prepared in the same
internal state and the same v level, the two lower-energy collision
channels are no longer allowed, and reactions can proceed only
through channel |3� (‘side-by-side’). This case is the least favourable
for atom-exchange bimolecular chemical reactions and thus results
in a strong suppression of inelastic losses in themolecular sample.

Preparation of the 2Dmolecular system
We create a trapped, ultracold gas of 40K87Rb molecules, in their
lowest-energy rovibrational level and in a single hyperfine state22,
following the techniques described in ref. 23. To confine the
molecules, we start with a crossed-beam optical dipole trap, with a
harmonic trapping frequency of 180Hz along the vertical direction
(ẑ) and 25Hz in the transverse directions. For the present work,
we add an optical lattice along ẑ , which is formed by a retro-
reflected beam with a 1/e2 waist of 250 µm and a wavelength of
1,064 nm. Both optical dipole trap beams and the optical lattice
beam are linearly polarized and their polarizations are mutually
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Molecular collisions in the quantum regime represent a new opportunity to explore chemical reactions. Recently,

atom-exchange reactions were observed in a trapped ultracold gas of KRb molecules. In an external electric field, these polar

molecules can easily be oriented and the exothermic and barrierless bimolecular reactions, KRb+KRb→ K2 +Rb2, occur at

a rate that rises steeply with increasing dipole moment. Here we demonstrate the suppression of the bimolecular chemical

reaction rate by nearly two orders of magnitude when we use an optical lattice trap to confine the fermionic polar molecules

in a quasi-two-dimensional, pancake-like geometry, with the dipoles oriented along the tight confinement direction. With the

combination of sufficiently tight confinement and Fermi statistics of the molecules, two polar molecules can approach each

other only in a ‘side-by-side’ collision under repulsive dipole–dipole interactions. The suppression of chemical reactions is a

prerequisite for the realization of newmolecule-based quantum systems.

Chemical reaction rates often depend strongly on

stereodynamics, namely the orientation and movement of

molecules in three-dimensional (3D) space
1–3

. An ultracold

molecular gas, with a temperature below 1 µK, provides a highly

unusual regime for chemistry, where the motion of two colliding

molecules is strictly quantized. Atom-exchange reactions observed

in a recent experiment with an ultracold gas of KRb molecules pro-

ceed with a single partial wave in the quantum threshold regime
4
. In

an external electric field, the reaction rate has a strong dependence

on the induced molecular dipole moment
5
. The quantum stereo-

dynamics of the ultracold collisions can be exploited to suppress

these bimolecular chemical reactions. We can confine the polar

molecules in quasi-2D optical traps, with the molecular dipoles

oriented perpendicular to the 2D plane
6,7
. By precise quantum-state

control of both the internal and external degrees of freedom of

the molecules, we ensure that two polar molecules can approach

each other only in a ‘side-by-side’ collision, dictated by the Fermi

statistics of themolecules and the trap confinement. Chemical reac-

tions are thus suppressed by the repulsive long-range dipole–dipole

interaction. The suppression of chemical reactions opens the way

for investigation of a dipolar molecular quantum gas. As a result of

the strong, long-range character of the dipole–dipole interactions,

such a gas brings fundamentally new abilities to quantum-gas-based

studies of strongly correlated many-body physics, where quantum

phase transitions and new states ofmatter can emerge
8–13

.

Two colliding polar molecules interact through long-range

dipole–dipole forces well before they reach the shorter distance

scales where chemical forces become relevant. Therefore, the spatial

anisotropy of the dipolar interaction can play an essential role in

the stereochemistry of bimolecular reactions of polar molecules.

In general, one expects the attraction between oriented dipoles in

a ‘head-to-tail’ collision to be favourable for chemical reactions,

whereas the repulsion between two oriented polar molecules

in a ‘side-by-side’ collision presents an obstacle for reactions.
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Up to now, however, large centre-of-mass collision energies have

precluded the direct control of chemical reactions through dipolar

interactions. In a cold collision regime, where tens of scattering

partial waves contribute, one can begin to exert control of

intermolecular dynamics through the dipolar effect
14
. An ultracold

gas, however, provides an optimum environment in which to fully

investigate the dipolar effects
5,15,16

. Here, the molecules can be

prepared in identical internal quantum states, with the dipoles

oriented using an external electric field, and the molecular gas

confined in external potentials created using light. In the limit

of vanishing collision energies, the stereodynamics is described

by only a few quantized collision channels, and, moreover, for

indistinguishable molecules, the states of translational motion

are coupled to internal molecular states because the quantum

statistics of the molecules (fermions or bosons) dictates a particular

symmetry of the total wavefunction with respect to exchange of

two molecules. In this quantum regime, we have an opportunity to

suppress or enhance reaction rates by understanding and precisely

controlling the stereodynamics of colliding polarmolecules.

2D versus 3D trapping geometry
The spatial geometry of the confining potential can influence

collisions in a trapped dipolar gas. This effect has been explored

for elastic collisions of magnetic atoms
17
; here, we exploit spatial

geometry to control chemical reactions of polar molecules. In

particular, a 2D trap geometry, with the dipoles oriented parallel

to the tight confinement direction ẑ , is well matched to the spatial

anisotropy of the dipole–dipole interaction
18–20

.We can realize such

a geometry using a 1D optical lattice (see Fig. 1a), where the trapped

molecules are divided among several isolated layers. In each of these

layers, the lattice potential provides tight harmonic confinement

in ẑ such that only the lowest few quantized motional states in ẑ
are occupied. Consequently, within each isolated layer, colliding

molecules approach each other in two dimensions. However, the
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Figure 3 |Measurements of 2D loss rates and comparison with theory. a, A fit (solid lines) to the measured loss curves, with (red circles) and without
(black squares) 0.3ms of parametric heating in ẑ, is used to extract the loss-rate constants β|3� and β|2�. b, The extracted loss-rate constants for collisions
of molecules in the same lattice vibrational level (black squares) and from different lattice vibrational levels (red circles) plotted for several dipole
moments. Measured loss-rate constants for molecules prepared in different internal states are shown as green triangles. Error bars represent 1 s.d. For
comparison with each of these three measurements, we include a quantum scattering calculation for νz = 23 kHz, T=800nK (solid lines). The potentials
corresponding to the dominant loss channel for the three cases are shown in matching colours in Fig. 1b,c.

2D density, ntot(t ), we use ntot(t )= n0(t )+n1(t )+n2(t ). We input
themeasured initial populations nv/ntot (see Fig. 2 and theMethods
section) at t = 0, and we fit the data to the numerical solution of
equation (1). We obtain β|3� and β|2� from a simultaneous fit to the
twomeasured ntot(t ) curves shown in Fig. 3a.

By repeating this procedure for different values of |E|, we
measure the chemical reaction rate constants, β|3� and β|2�, as
a function of the induced dipole moment. In Fig. 3b, we show
the intralevel (black squares) and interlevel (red circles) chemical
rate constants as a function of the dipole moment. Also shown
as green triangles in Fig. 3b are the results of two measurements
for a 50/50 mixture of molecules in different rotational states
(case (1) of Fig. 1c). Here, we fit the loss of molecules in the ground
rotational state to the solution of (dntot/dt )= −β|1�ntot2 to extract
a single loss-rate constant.

Experiment–theory comparison
For comparison with these measurements, we carry out quan-
tum scattering calculations using a time-independent quantum
formalism based on spherical coordinates with cylindrical asymp-
totic matching to describe the molecular collisions in quasi-two
dimensions26. We use an absorbing potential at short distance to
represent chemical reactions19,27. This technique showed excellent
agreement with previous experimental data for KRb bimolecular
reactions in three dimensions4,5. We computed the loss-rate co-
efficients βv1,v2 for molecules in different initial lattice vibrational
states v1,v2, at a collision energy of 800 nK. When the induced
dipole moment is still small (0–0.2D), the measured temperature
is a good approximation for the mean collision energy. The loss
rates of the different processes can be separated into fast loss rates
(β0,1,β0,2,β1,2) ≈ β|2� and slow loss rates (β0,0,β1,1,β2,2) ≈ β|3�.
The black theoretical curve in Fig. 3b corresponds to an average
of the slow rates weighted by the initial populations n0,n1,n2.
The red curve corresponds to the same average, but for the fast
rates. The green curve corresponds to the loss rate of molecules in
different internal states.

The three measured reaction rate constants shown in Fig. 3b
are consistent with the quantum scattering calculations for
the collision channels shown in matching colours in Fig. 1b,c.
Molecules in different rotational states (green triangles in Fig. 3b)
have the highest rate for chemical reactions, consistent with the
fact that they can collide in channel |1�, which corresponds to
spatially isotropic collisions with no centrifugal barrier. On the
other hand, molecules prepared in the same internal molecular
state (red circles and black squares in Fig. 3b) have suppressed
reaction rates because the lowest-energy collision channel is

no longer allowed. Instead, identical molecules in different
lattice levels (red circles in Fig. 3b) react predominantly through
collisions in channel |2�, or ‘head-to-tail’, whereas identical
molecules in the same lattice level (black squares in Fig. 3b)
react through collisions in channel |3�, or ‘side-by-side’. The
importance of stereodynamics on the reaction rate for polar
molecules is manifest in the very different dipole-moment
dependence of the reaction rates in these two collision channels.
In particular, for the case where the molecules are prepared
both in the same internal quantum state and in the same
v level, the reaction rate is suppressed even as the dipole
moment is increased.

2D versus 3D loss rates
Figure 4 shows how the initial loss rate in a gas of identical
molecules depends on the fractional occupation of the lowest
lattice level, n0/ntot. As n0/ntot increases, the calculated initial
loss-rate constant for a molecular gas in thermal equilibrium (solid
black line) changes from close to β|2� (the red line indicating the
measured value at 0.174D from Fig. 3b) to β|3� (open symbol at
n0/ntot = 1). In thermal equilibrium, the fractional occupation of
the lowest vibrational level is given by the Boltzmann distribution
(see the Methods section). On the top axis of Fig. 4, we give the
corresponding values of the scaled temperature (kBT/hνz). The
filled triangles in Fig. 4 correspond to the measured initial loss
rate at different temperatures (500 nK and 800 nK), and the open
symbol at n0/ntot ≈ 0.5 corresponds to the initial loss rate for the
parametrically heated, non-thermalmolecular gas.

We also directly compare the suppressed chemical reaction rate
in quasi-two dimensions with that of the 3D case in the inset
to Fig. 4. Here, we compare data for a 3D geometry from ref. 5
against the suppressed loss-rate constant measured in quasi-two
dimensions. For the comparison, the 2D loss rate is scaled to
three dimensions using β3D = √

πahoβ2D (refs 20,28,29), where aho
is the harmonic oscillator length in ẑ . For a dipole moment d
greater than 0.1D, the 3D loss-rate constant increases markedly
as d6 (refs 5,30), whereas the scaled loss-rate constant for the
quasi-2D case remains close to the value at zero electric field. At a
dipole moment of 0.174D, the measured suppression in quasi-two
dimensions is a factor of 60.

Outlook
The results shown here demonstrate how quantum stereochemistry
in the ultracold regime can be used to control reaction rates.
The capability of precisely controlling the molecular quantum
states for both the internal and external degrees of freedom is
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Ultracold Chemistry in 2012 
Ultracold chemical reactions can be measured by trap loss 

Effects of magnetic moment alignment can be probed  
     using magnetic traps  

Model theories that fit the experimental data on trap loss  
    are developed  

This field is in its infancy! 



Ultracold Chemistry - Challenges 

Ultracold chemical reactions can be measured by trap loss 
    - no reaction products can be detected 

At present, measurements are restricted to alkali metal dimers 
    - need to cool other species, diatomic and polyatomic 

Rigorous theory to describe chemical reactions at ultracold  
  temperatures is very difficult  



Rigorous theory of ultracold 
chemistry is very hard  

Why?   

  1. The lack of accurate interaction potentials 

  2. The computational difficulty of rigorous calculations of  
     molecular dynamics in the presence of external fields 



Ultracold chemistry – what’s next? 

•  More complex molecules (direct cooling of 
polyatomic molecules, photoassociation of diatomic 
molecules and atoms) 

a	  personal	  view	  

•  Techniques for measuring the reaction products, 
leading to state-to-state reaction measurements 

•  Measurements of chemical reactions in magnetic traps – 
effects of spin alignment and non-adiabatic effects 

•  Measurements of Feshbach resonances in collisions 
of molecules 

•  Development of efficient methods for constructing 
accurate interaction potentials based on measurements of 
Feshbach resonances and trap loss rates  

•  Development of efficient methods for accurate 
computations of reaction rates at ultracol temperatures 
in the presence of trapping/control fields 



Part II. Quantum simulation of 
condensed-matter physics with 

ultracold molecules 





For example: 

Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian – describes an 
esnemble of interacting bosons on a 
lattice 

Condensed-matter systems are modeled by simple Hamiltonians 

in a cubic lattice since the Wannier functions are orthogonal) are small compared to
onsite interactions U0000 ” U and nearest neighbor tunneling J01 ” J for reasonably
deep lattices V0 J 5ER. We can therefore neglect them and for an isotropic cubic
optical lattice arrive at the standard Bose–Hubbard Hamiltonian

HBH ! "J
X

hi;ji
b̂
y
i b̂j #

U
2
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j
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y
j b̂

y
j b̂jb̂j #
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!jb̂
y
j b̂j: $5%

Here Æi, jæ denotes the sum over nearest neighbors and the terms !j = VT (xj) arise
from the additional trapping potential. The physics described by HBH is schemati-
cally shown in Fig. 5A. Particles gain an energy of J by hopping from one site to
the next while two particles occupying the same lattice site provide an interaction en-
ergy U. An increase in the lattice depth V0 leads to higher barriers between the lattice
sites decreasing the hopping energy J as shown in Fig. 5B. At the same time two par-
ticles occupying the same lattice site become more compressed which increases their
repulsive energy U (cf. Fig. 5B).

3.1.1. Tunneling term J
In the case of an ideal gas where U = 0 the eigenstates of HBH are easily found for

!i = 0 and periodic boundary conditions. From the eigenvalue equation
E$0%
q ! "2J cos$qa% we find that 4J is the height of the lowest Bloch band. Further-

more we see that the energy is minimized for q = 0 and therefore particles in the
ground state are delocalized over the whole lattice, i.e., the ground state of N parti-
cles in the lattice is jWSFi / $

P
ib̂

y
i %

N jvaci with |vacæ the vacuum state. In this limit the
system is superfluid (SF) and possesses first order long range o! diagonal correla-
tions [15,6].

3.1.2. Onsite interaction U
In the opposite limit where the interaction U dominates the hopping term J the

situation changes completely. As discussed in detail in [15,6] a quantum phase tran-
sition takes place at about U & 5.8zJ where z is the number of nearest neighbors of
each lattice site. The long range correlations cease to exist in the ground state and

Fig. 5. (A) Interpretation of the BHM in an optical lattice as discussed in the text. (B) Plot of scaled onsite
interaction U/ER multiplied by a/as ('1) (solid line with axis on left-hand side of graph) and J/ER (dashed
line, with axis on right-hand side of graph) as a function of V 0=ER ( V x;y;z0=ER (for a cubic 3D lattice).
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Heuristic derivation: 

2p · 33 kHz and the detuning from the atomic resonance is d ! "2.3 · 109ER. A lat-
tice with depth V0 = 25ER leads to a trapping frequency of xT = 10ER yielding a
spontaneous emission rate of Ce! ! 10"2/s while experiments are typically carried
out in times shorter than 1 s. Therefore spontaneous emission does not play a signif-
icant role in such experiments.

3. The (Bose) Hubbard model

We consider a gas of interacting particles moving in an optical lattice. Starting
from the full many body Hamiltonian including local two particle interactions we
first give a naive derivation of the Bose-Hubbard model (BHM) [15,6] and present
related models which can be realized in an optical lattice. Then we proceed by dis-
cussing adiabatic and irreversible schemes for loading the lattice with ultracold
atoms. Finally, we examine the microscopic origin of the interaction terms appearing
in the BHM. Throughout, we will mostly concentrate on bosonic atoms, however,
similar derivations can also be performed for fermions [14,16] and we will also give
one example of such a fermionic model.

3.1. Naive derivation of the BHM

The Hamiltonian of a weakly interacting gas in an optical lattice is

H full #
Z

d3xŴ
y$x% p2

2m
& V 0$x% & V T $x%

! "
Ŵ$x% & g

2

Z
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$4%

with Ŵ$x% the bosonic field operator for atoms in a given internal atomic state |bæ
and VT (x) a (slowly varying compared to the optical lattice V0 (x)) external trapping
potential, e.g., a magnetic trap or a superlattice potential. The parameter g is the
interaction strength between two atomic particles. If the atoms interact via s-wave
scattering only it is given by g = 4pas/m with as the s-wave scattering length. We as-
sume all particles to be in the lowest band of the optical lattice and expand the field
operator in terms of the Wannier functions Ŵ$x% #

P
ib̂iw

$0%$x" xi%, where b̂i is the
destruction operator for a particle in site xi. We find H full # "
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The numerical values for the o!site interaction matrix elements Uijkl involving Wan-
nier functions centered at di!erent lattice sites as well as tunnelling matrix elements
Jij to sites other than nearest neighbors (note that diagonal tunneling is not allowed
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scattering only it is given by g = 4pas/m with as the s-wave scattering length. We as-
sume all particles to be in the lowest band of the optical lattice and expand the field
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in a cubic lattice since the Wannier functions are orthogonal) are small compared to
onsite interactions U0000 ” U and nearest neighbor tunneling J01 ” J for reasonably
deep lattices V0 J 5ER. We can therefore neglect them and for an isotropic cubic
optical lattice arrive at the standard Bose–Hubbard Hamiltonian
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Here Æi, jæ denotes the sum over nearest neighbors and the terms !j = VT (xj) arise
from the additional trapping potential. The physics described by HBH is schemati-
cally shown in Fig. 5A. Particles gain an energy of J by hopping from one site to
the next while two particles occupying the same lattice site provide an interaction en-
ergy U. An increase in the lattice depth V0 leads to higher barriers between the lattice
sites decreasing the hopping energy J as shown in Fig. 5B. At the same time two par-
ticles occupying the same lattice site become more compressed which increases their
repulsive energy U (cf. Fig. 5B).

3.1.1. Tunneling term J
In the case of an ideal gas where U = 0 the eigenstates of HBH are easily found for

!i = 0 and periodic boundary conditions. From the eigenvalue equation
E$0%
q ! "2J cos$qa% we find that 4J is the height of the lowest Bloch band. Further-

more we see that the energy is minimized for q = 0 and therefore particles in the
ground state are delocalized over the whole lattice, i.e., the ground state of N parti-
cles in the lattice is jWSFi / $

P
ib̂

y
i %

N jvaci with |vacæ the vacuum state. In this limit the
system is superfluid (SF) and possesses first order long range o! diagonal correla-
tions [15,6].

3.1.2. Onsite interaction U
In the opposite limit where the interaction U dominates the hopping term J the

situation changes completely. As discussed in detail in [15,6] a quantum phase tran-
sition takes place at about U & 5.8zJ where z is the number of nearest neighbors of
each lattice site. The long range correlations cease to exist in the ground state and

Fig. 5. (A) Interpretation of the BHM in an optical lattice as discussed in the text. (B) Plot of scaled onsite
interaction U/ER multiplied by a/as ('1) (solid line with axis on left-hand side of graph) and J/ER (dashed
line, with axis on right-hand side of graph) as a function of V 0=ER ( V x;y;z0=ER (for a cubic 3D lattice).
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2p · 33 kHz and the detuning from the atomic resonance is d ! "2.3 · 109ER. A lat-
tice with depth V0 = 25ER leads to a trapping frequency of xT = 10ER yielding a
spontaneous emission rate of Ce! ! 10"2/s while experiments are typically carried
out in times shorter than 1 s. Therefore spontaneous emission does not play a signif-
icant role in such experiments.

3. The (Bose) Hubbard model

We consider a gas of interacting particles moving in an optical lattice. Starting
from the full many body Hamiltonian including local two particle interactions we
first give a naive derivation of the Bose-Hubbard model (BHM) [15,6] and present
related models which can be realized in an optical lattice. Then we proceed by dis-
cussing adiabatic and irreversible schemes for loading the lattice with ultracold
atoms. Finally, we examine the microscopic origin of the interaction terms appearing
in the BHM. Throughout, we will mostly concentrate on bosonic atoms, however,
similar derivations can also be performed for fermions [14,16] and we will also give
one example of such a fermionic model.

3.1. Naive derivation of the BHM
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with Ŵ$x% the bosonic field operator for atoms in a given internal atomic state |bæ
and VT (x) a (slowly varying compared to the optical lattice V0 (x)) external trapping
potential, e.g., a magnetic trap or a superlattice potential. The parameter g is the
interaction strength between two atomic particles. If the atoms interact via s-wave
scattering only it is given by g = 4pas/m with as the s-wave scattering length. We as-
sume all particles to be in the lowest band of the optical lattice and expand the field
operator in terms of the Wannier functions Ŵ$x% #
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Jij to sites other than nearest neighbors (note that diagonal tunneling is not allowed
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in a cubic lattice since the Wannier functions are orthogonal) are small compared to
onsite interactions U0000 ” U and nearest neighbor tunneling J01 ” J for reasonably
deep lattices V0 J 5ER. We can therefore neglect them and for an isotropic cubic
optical lattice arrive at the standard Bose–Hubbard Hamiltonian
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Here Æi, jæ denotes the sum over nearest neighbors and the terms !j = VT (xj) arise
from the additional trapping potential. The physics described by HBH is schemati-
cally shown in Fig. 5A. Particles gain an energy of J by hopping from one site to
the next while two particles occupying the same lattice site provide an interaction en-
ergy U. An increase in the lattice depth V0 leads to higher barriers between the lattice
sites decreasing the hopping energy J as shown in Fig. 5B. At the same time two par-
ticles occupying the same lattice site become more compressed which increases their
repulsive energy U (cf. Fig. 5B).

3.1.1. Tunneling term J
In the case of an ideal gas where U = 0 the eigenstates of HBH are easily found for

!i = 0 and periodic boundary conditions. From the eigenvalue equation
E$0%
q ! "2J cos$qa% we find that 4J is the height of the lowest Bloch band. Further-

more we see that the energy is minimized for q = 0 and therefore particles in the
ground state are delocalized over the whole lattice, i.e., the ground state of N parti-
cles in the lattice is jWSFi / $
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N jvaci with |vacæ the vacuum state. In this limit the
system is superfluid (SF) and possesses first order long range o! diagonal correla-
tions [15,6].

3.1.2. Onsite interaction U
In the opposite limit where the interaction U dominates the hopping term J the

situation changes completely. As discussed in detail in [15,6] a quantum phase tran-
sition takes place at about U & 5.8zJ where z is the number of nearest neighbors of
each lattice site. The long range correlations cease to exist in the ground state and

Fig. 5. (A) Interpretation of the BHM in an optical lattice as discussed in the text. (B) Plot of scaled onsite
interaction U/ER multiplied by a/as ('1) (solid line with axis on left-hand side of graph) and J/ER (dashed
line, with axis on right-hand side of graph) as a function of V 0=ER ( V x;y;z0=ER (for a cubic 3D lattice).
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2p · 33 kHz and the detuning from the atomic resonance is d ! "2.3 · 109ER. A lat-
tice with depth V0 = 25ER leads to a trapping frequency of xT = 10ER yielding a
spontaneous emission rate of Ce! ! 10"2/s while experiments are typically carried
out in times shorter than 1 s. Therefore spontaneous emission does not play a signif-
icant role in such experiments.

3. The (Bose) Hubbard model

We consider a gas of interacting particles moving in an optical lattice. Starting
from the full many body Hamiltonian including local two particle interactions we
first give a naive derivation of the Bose-Hubbard model (BHM) [15,6] and present
related models which can be realized in an optical lattice. Then we proceed by dis-
cussing adiabatic and irreversible schemes for loading the lattice with ultracold
atoms. Finally, we examine the microscopic origin of the interaction terms appearing
in the BHM. Throughout, we will mostly concentrate on bosonic atoms, however,
similar derivations can also be performed for fermions [14,16] and we will also give
one example of such a fermionic model.

3.1. Naive derivation of the BHM

The Hamiltonian of a weakly interacting gas in an optical lattice is
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with Ŵ$x% the bosonic field operator for atoms in a given internal atomic state |bæ
and VT (x) a (slowly varying compared to the optical lattice V0 (x)) external trapping
potential, e.g., a magnetic trap or a superlattice potential. The parameter g is the
interaction strength between two atomic particles. If the atoms interact via s-wave
scattering only it is given by g = 4pas/m with as the s-wave scattering length. We as-
sume all particles to be in the lowest band of the optical lattice and expand the field
operator in terms of the Wannier functions Ŵ$x% #
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g = 4πa/m 
scattering length 
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For example: 

Holstein Hamiltonian – describes an a 
particle (e.g. electron) in a bath of 
bosons (e.g. phonons) 

Condensed-matter systems are modeled by simple Hamiltonians 

Advances in Condensed Matter Physics 3

on the Modified Lang Firsov (MLF) transformation [96]
which considerably improves the standard Lang Firsov
(LF) [97] approach on which strong coupling perturbation
theory (SCPT) is based. Section 2 provides the generalities
of the MLF method applied to the dispersive Holstein
Hamiltonian. In Section 3, the polaron mass is calculated
in the (anti)adiabatic regimes covering a broad range of
cases in parameter space. The spreading of the adiabatic
polaron size over a few lattice sites is shown in Section 4
through computation of the electron-phonon correlations.
In Section 5, I give further physical motivations for the
existence of light Holstein polarons: using a path-integral
method, I show how the electron-phonon coupling is
renormalized downwards in momentum space by nonlocal
correlations arising from the dispersive nature of the phonon
spectrum. Some final remarks are in Section 6.

2. Modified Lang-Firsov Method

The Holstein diatomic molecular model was originally cast
[21] in the form of a discrete nonlinear Schrödinger equation
for electrons whose probability amplitude at a molecular site
depends on the interatomic vibration coordinates [98]. The
nonlinearities are tuned by the electron-phonon coupling g,
whose strength drives the crossover between a large and a
small polaron for a given value of the adiabatic parameter.
The polaron radius is measured with respect to the lattice
constant [99, 100]. When the size of the lattice distortion is
of the same order of (or less than) the lattice constant the
polaron has a small radius and the discreteness of the lattice
must be taken into account.

In second quantization the dimension dependent Hol-
stein Hamiltonian with dispersive harmonic optical phonons
reads

H = !t
!

"i j#
c†i c j + g

!

i

ni
"
b†i + bi

#
+
!

q
!qb†qbq, (1)

where t is the hopping integral and the first sum is over
z nearest neighbors. c†i and ci are the real space electron
creation and annihilation operators at the i-site, ni(= c†i ci)
is the number operator, b†i and bi are the phonons creation
and annihilation operators. b†q is the Fourier transform of
b†i and !q is the frequency of the phonon with vector
momentum q. Unlike the Su-Schrie!er-Heeger Hamiltonian
[101, 102] a paradigmatic model in polymer physics, in
(1) the electron hopping does not depend on the relative
displacement between adjacent molecular sites hence, the
phonon created by b†i is locally coupled to the electronic
density.

The LF transformation uses a phonon basis of fixed dis-
placements (at the electron residing site) which diagonalizes
the Hamiltonian in (1) in absence of hopping. The hopping
term is then treated as a perturbation [74, 94]. However the
standard LF approach does not account for the retardation
between the electron and the lattice deformations which
induces a spread in the size of the polaron. Precisely this e!ect
becomes important for the intermediate e-ph coupling values
which may be appropriate for some HTSc.

The idea underlying the MLF transformation [103] is
that to consider the displacements of the oscillators at
di!erent sites around an electron in order to describe the
retardation e!ect. For the present case of dispersive phonon
the MLF transformation, applied to the Hamiltonian in (1),
reads

$H = eSHe!S,

S =
!

q
"qnq

"
b†!q ! bq

#
,

nq =
1$
N

!

i

nie!iq·Ri = 1$
N

!

k

c†k+qck,

(2)

where Ri are the lattice vectors, and "q are the variational
parameters which represent the shifts of the equilibrium
positions of the oscillators (quantized ion vibrations) with
momentum q. The conventional Lang-Firsov transformation
is recovered by setting "q = g/!q.

Explicitly, the MLF transformed Holstein Hamiltonian in
(2) is

$H = !!p
!

i

ni ! tp
!

i j

c†i c j

% exp

%
& 1$

N

!

q
"qb†q

"
eiq·Ri ! eiq·Ri

#
'
(

% exp

%
&! 1$

N

!

q
"qbq

"
e!iq·Ri ! e!iq·Ri

#
'
(

+
!

q
!qb†qbq +

!

q

"
g ! "q!q

#
nq

"
b†!q + bq

#
,

(3)

where the polaron self-energy !p is

!p =
1
N

!

q

"
2g ! "q!q

#
"q, (4)

and the polaronic hopping is

tp = t exp

%
&! 1

N

!

q
"2

q

)
1! #q

z

*'
(,

#q = 2
!

i=x,y,z

cos qi.

(5)

The coordination number z is twice the system dimen-
sionality.

Looking at (3), it is clear that the unperturbed Hamilto-
nian H0 can be taken as

H0 = !!p
!

i

ni +
!

q
!qb†qbq, (6)

while the remaining part of the Hamiltonian ( $H !H0) in the
MLF basis is considered as the perturbation part.

The energy eigenstates of H0 are given by
+++$i,

,
nq

-.
= c†i |0#e

+++nq1 ,nq2 ,nq3 , . . .
.
ph

, (7)



It’s hard to diagonalize these 
simple Hamiltonians! 



It’s very hard to diagonalize 
these simple Hamiltonians! 

If we can’t understand even the model 
systems, we shouldn’t presume to understand 

condensed-matter physics 

So, how can we understand the physics 
described by the model many-body Hamiltonians?  



Quantum simulation 

Create a system that is described 
exactly by a model Hamiltonian 

Interrogate the system to learn its 
properties 



Polar molecules on an optical lattices 
are great for quantum simulation 

Why? 

The dipole – dipole interactions are long-range  
                           (strengths of up to ~ 10 kHz) 

Molecules possess rotational structure  
               (in addition to fine and hyperfine structure) 
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There is growing interest in states of matter with

topological order. These are characterized by highly stable

ground states robust to perturbations that preserve the

topology, and which support excitations with so-called

anyonic statistics. Topologically ordered states can arise

in two-dimensional lattice-spin models, which were

proposed as the basis for a new class of quantum

computation. Here, we show that the relevant hamiltonians

for such spin lattice models can be systematically

engineered with polar molecules stored in optical lattices,

where the spin is represented by a single-valence

electron of a heteronuclear molecule. The combination

of microwave excitation with dipole–dipole interactions

and spin–rotation couplings enables building a complete

toolbox for effective two-spin interactions with designable

range, spatial anisotropy and coupling strengths

significantly larger than relevant decoherence rates. Finally,

we illustrate two models: one with an energy gap providing

for error-resilient qubit encoding, and another leading to

topologically protected quantum memory.

Lattice-spin models are ubiquitous in condensed-matter
physics, where they are used as simplified models to describe
the characteristic behaviour of more-complicated interacting

physical systems. Recently there have been exciting theoretical
discoveries of models with quasi-local spin interactions with
emergent topological order1,2. In contrast to Landau theory where
various phases of matter are described by broken symmetries,
topological ordered states are distinguished by a homology class
and have the property of being robust to arbitrary perturbations
of the underlying hamiltonian. These states do not exhibit long-
range order in pairwise operators, but rather they have long-range
order in highly non-local strings of operators. A real-world example
is the fractional quantum Hall e!ect, which gives rise to states
with the same symmetry but distinguishable by quantum numbers
associated with the topology of the surface they live on3.

It is of significant interest to ‘design’ materials with these
properties, both to observe and to study exotic phases, and in
the light of possible applications. Cold atomic and molecular
gases in optical lattices are prime candidates for this endeavour
in view of the complete controllability of these systems in the
laboratory. The idea of realizing bosonic and fermionic Hubbard
models, and thus also lattice-spin models, with cold atoms in
optical lattices has sparked a remarkable series of experiments,
and has triggered numerous theoretical studies to develop cold
atoms as a quantum simulator for strongly correlated condensed-
matter systems4–6. However, coaxing a physical system to mimic the
required interactions for relevant lattice-spin models, which must
be both anisotropic in space and in the spin degrees of freedom
and a given range, is highly non-trivial. Here, we show that cold
gases of polar molecules, as currently developed in the laboratory7,
allow us to construct, in a natural way, a complete toolbox for
any permutation-symmetric two-spin-1/2 (qubit) interaction. The
attraction of this idea also rests on the fact that dipolar interactions
have coupling strengths significantly larger than those of the atomic
Hubbard models, and than relevant decoherence rates.

Our basic building block is a system of two polar molecules
strongly trapped at given sites of an optical lattice, where the
spin-1/2 (or qubit) is represented by a single electron outside a
closed shell of a heteronuclear molecule in its rotational ground
state. Heteronuclear molecules have large permanent electric dipole
moments. This implies that the rotational motion of molecules
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Figure 1 Example anisotropic spin models that can be simulated with polar molecules trapped in optical lattices. a, Square lattice in 2D with nearest-neighbour
orientation-dependent Ising interactions along x̂ and ẑ. Effective interactions between the spins S1 and S2 of the molecules in their rovibrational ground states are generated
with a microwave field E(t ) inducing dipole–dipole interactions between the molecules with dipole moments D1 and D2, respectively. b, Two staggered triangular lattices with
nearest neighbours oriented along orthogonal triads. The interactions depend on the orientation of the links with respect to the electric field. (Dashed lines are included
for perspective.)

is coupled strongly through the dipole–dipole interactions, whose
signatures are the long-range 1/r3 character and an angular
dependence, where the polar molecules attract or repel each other
depending on the relative orientation of their dipole moments.
In addition, microwave excitation of rotational energy levels
allows us to e!ectively tailor the spatial dependence of dipole–
dipole interactions. Finally, accounting for the spin–rotation
splitting of molecular rotational levels, we can make these dipole–
dipole interactions spin-dependent. General lattice-spin models are
readily built from these binary interactions.

ANISOTROPIC SPIN MODELS WITH NOISE-RESILIENT GROUND STATES

Two highly anisotropic models with spin-1/2 particles, which
we will show how to simulate, are illustrated in Fig. 1a and b
respectively. The first model takes place on a square 2D lattice with
nearest-neighbour interactions

H (I)
spin =

!!1!

i=1

!!1!

j=1

J("z
i,j"

z
i,j+1 +cos#"x

i,j"
x
i+1,j).

Introduced by Duoçot et al.8 in the context of Josephson junction
arrays, this model (for # "= ±!/2) admits a twofold degenerate
ground subspace that is immune to local noise up to !th order, and
hence is a good candidate for storing a protected qubit.

The second model occurs on a bipartite lattice constructed with
two 2D triangular lattices, one shifted and stacked on top of the
other. The interactions are indicated by nearest-neighbour links
along the x̂, ŷ and ẑ directions in real space:

H (II)
spin = J#

!

x-links

"x
j "

x
k + J#

!

y-links

"
y
j "

y
k + Jz

!

z-links

"z
j "

z
k .

This model has the same spin dependence and nearest-neighbour
graph as the model on a honeycomb lattice introduced by Kitaev9.
He has shown that by adjusting the ratio of interaction strengths
|J#|/|Jz| the system can be tuned from a gapped phase carrying

abelian anyonic excitations to a gapless phase that, in the presence
of a magnetic field, becomes gapped with non-abelian excitations.
In the regime |J#|/|Jz| $ 1 the hamiltonian can be mapped to a
model with four-body operators on a square lattice with ground
states that encode topologically protected quantum memory10. One
proposal11 describes how to use trapped atoms in spin-dependent
optical lattices to simulate the spin model H (II)

spin. There the induced
spin couplings are obtained through spin-dependent collisions in
second-order tunnelling processes. Larger coupling strengths are
desirable. In both spin models (I and II) above, the signs of the
interactions are irrelevant, although we will be able to tune the signs
if needed.

SPECTROSCOPY OF POLAR MOLECULES IN OPTICAL LATTICES

Our system comprises heteronuclear molecules with 2$1/2 ground
electronic states, corresponding, for example, to alkaline-earth
monohalides with a single electron outside a closed shell. We
adopt a model molecule where the rotational excitations are
described by the hamiltonian Hm = BN2 + %N ·S, with N being
the dimensionless orbital angular momentum of the nuclei, and
S being the dimensionless electronic spin (assumed to be S = 1/2
in the following). Here B denotes the rotational constant and
% is the spin–rotation coupling constant, where a typical B is
a few tens of GHz, and % is in the hundred MHz regime.
The coupled basis of a single molecule i corresponding to the
eigenbasis of Hi

m is {|Ni, Si, Ji;MJi %}, where Ji = Ni + Si with
eigenvalues E(N = 0,S = 1/2,J = 1/2) = 0,E(1,1/2,1/2) = 2B!
% , and E(1,1/2,3/2) = 2B + %/2. Although we ignore hyperfine
interactions in the present work, our discussion below is readily
extended to include hyperfine e!ects, which o!er extensions to spin
systems S > 1/2.

The hamiltonian describing the internal and external dynamics
of a pair of molecules trapped in wells of an optical lattice
is denoted by H = Hin + Hex. The interaction describing the
internal degrees of freedom is Hin = Hdd + "2

i=1 Hi
m. Here Hdd

is the dipole–dipole interaction given below in equation (1).
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Energy diagram of a 2Σ diatomic molecule

How do electric fields affect spin relaxation?

• Induce couplings between the rotational levels (!N = 1)

• Increase the energy gap between the rotational levels

R. V. Krems,  A.Dalgarno, N.Balakrishnan, and G.C. Groenenboom, PRA 67, 060703(R) (2003)
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One can also use hyperfine interactions and realize spin-lattice  
Hamiltonians using 1Σ molecules with hyperfine interactions  

Tunable Superfluidity and Quantum Magnetism with Ultracold Polar Molecules
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By selecting two dressed rotational states of ultracold polar molecules in an optical lattice, we obtain a

highly tunable generalization of the t-Jmodel, which we refer to as the t-J-V-W model. In addition to XXZ
spin exchange, themodel features density-density interactions and density-spin interactions; all interactions

are dipolar. We show that full control of all interaction parameters in both magnitude and sign can be

achieved independently of each other and of the tunneling. As a first step towards demonstrating the

potential of the system, we apply the density matrix renormalization group method to obtain the 1D phase

diagram of the simplest experimentally realizable case. Specifically, we show that the tunability and the

long-range nature of the interactions in the t-J-V-W model enable enhanced superfluidity. Finally, we show

that Bloch oscillations in a tilted lattice can be used to probe the phase diagram experimentally.
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Experiments with ultracold atoms have recently ex-
tended the range of candidate systems for realizing uncon-
ventional states of matter and enabled the simulation of
models describing condensed matter phenomena [1]. One
major goal of current research at this interface between
condensed matter and atomic physics is to emulate the
Heisenberg and t-J models, which are believed to under-
lie certain quantum magnetic materials [2] and high-
temperature superconductors [3], respectively. However,
in the ultracold atom realization of these models, the small
superexchange interaction J [1]makes the underlying phys-
ics extremely challenging to observe. At the same time,
ultracold polar molecules [4], such as KRb [5,6] and LiCs
[7], have recently been produced in their electronic and
rovibrational ground states. In this Letter, we show that
when suchmolecules are localized in an optical lattice, their
rotational degree of freedom can be used to simulate tuna-
ble Heisenberg-like models at unit filling of the lattice and,
in the presence of doping, a fully tunable generalization of
the t-J model that we refer to as the anisotropic t-J-V-W
model. Dipole-dipole interactions that give rise to this
model are orders ofmagnitude stronger than superexchange
interactions J in ultracold atoms and can therefore better
compete with other relevant energy and time scales such as,
for example, those responsible for decoherence. Moreover,
we show that the resulting long-range interactions are fully
controllable with dc electric and continuous-wave micro-
wave fields. As a first step towards demonstrating the
potential of the model, we use the density matrix renormal-
ization groupmethod [8] to obtain the 1D phase diagram for
the simplest experimentally relevant case and show that, at
low fillings, the superfluid phase is enhanced relative to the

one in the conventional t-J model [9]. We propose to
probe the phase diagram by using center-of-mass Bloch
oscillations. Given that KRb has already been loaded
into a 3D lattice, our proposal is applicable to current
experiments.
The Hamiltonian and its features.—We consider dia-

tomic polar molecules in their electronic and vibrational
ground state partially polarized by a dc electric field along
ẑ, confined to the x-y plane [10], and loaded in that plane
into the lowest band of a square optical lattice. As de-
scribed below, microwave fields are used to isolate in each
molecule two dressed rotational states jm0i and jm1i and to
obtain the t-J-V-W Hamiltonian
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The two terms describe tunneling and dipole-dipole inter-
actions, respectively; h i denotes nearest-neighbor bonds.
Specifically, cyjm creates a fermionic [5] or bosonic [6,7]

molecule on site j (positionRj) in dressed rotor state m 2
fm0; m1g; in this Letter, we focus on fermions. Large
reaction rates [10] between two molecules on the same
site enforce the hard-core constraint. We define njm "
cyjmcjm, nj"

P
mnjm, S$j " cyjm0

cjm1
, and Szj " 'njm0

!
njm1

(=2 and use units in which @ " 1. The Jz, V, and W
terms can be understood by thinking of jm0i and jm1i as
classical permanent dipoles oriented along ẑ, while the
jm0i! jm1i transition dipole moment gives rise to the
J? term. We tune these dipole moments by constructing
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Quantum magnetism with polar alkali-metal dimers
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We show that dipolar interactions between ultracold polar alkali-metal dimers in optical lattices can be used
to realize a highly tunable generalization of the t-J model, which we refer to as the t-J -V -W model. The model
features long-range spin-spin interactions Jz and J! of XXZ type, long-range density-density interaction V , and
long-range density-spin interaction W , all of which can be controlled in both magnitude and sign independently of
each other and of the tunneling t . The “spin” is encoded in the rotational degree of freedom of the molecules, while
the interactions are controlled by applied static electric and continuous-wave microwave fields. Furthermore, we
show that nuclear spins of the molecules can be used to implement an additional (orbital) degree of freedom that
is coupled to the original rotational degree of freedom in a tunable way. The presented system is expected to
exhibit exotic physics and to provide insights into strongly correlated phenomena in condensed-matter systems.
Realistic experimental imperfections are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultracold diatomic polar molecules have recently attracted
a great deal of attention both experimentally and theo-
retically [1–6]. Two features of diatomic polar molecules
make them particularly interesting as compared to the more
typical systems of ultracold alkali-metal atoms. First, polar
molecules possess a permanent dipole moment, which can
be manipulated with external fields and which can lead to
long-range anisotropic interactions. This contrasts with atoms
whose interactions are typically short-range and isotropic.
Second, the internal level structure of diatomic polar molecules
is much richer than that of atoms and, although more
difficult to control, allows, in principle, for richer physics.
These two features make diatomic polar molecules attractive
for numerous applications including quantum computation,
quantum simulation, precision measurements, and controlled
quantum chemistry [1–5].

In Ref. [7], it was shown that these two unique features
allow ultracold polar molecules in optical lattices to simulate
a highly tunable generalization of the t-J model [8–11]
referred to as the t-J -V -W model. In the original t-J
model, which arises as the large-U expansion of the Hubbard
model, hardcore electrons hop on a lattice with tunneling
amplitude t and interact with each other via nearest-neighbor
antiferromagnetic Heisenberg interaction J . In the regime of
low hole doping (i.e., when electron concentration is close to
one per site), Heisenberg interaction favors antiferromagnetic
ordering of the background spins, while hopping of the holes
favors their ferromagnetic ordering. High-temperature super-
conductivity is believed to emerge as the best compromise in
this competition [10].

In the t-J -V -W model, the role of electron spin is played by
the rotational degree of freedom of the molecules, while spin-
spin interaction J is provided by the dipole-dipole interaction.
In addition to the tunneling t and spin-spin interaction J , this
model features density-density interaction V and density-spin

interaction W . Furthermore, the SU(2)-symmetric Heisenberg
interaction of the t-J model can be made anisotropic in
the t-J -V -W model (i.e., Jz #= J!), permitting the study of
quantum magnetism in the presence of XXZ-type interac-
tions. All these aspects allow ultracold polar molecules to
simulate a rich variety of Hamiltonians, including those not
accessible in condensed-matter systems. As a first step toward
understanding the t-J -V -W model, Ref. [7] showed that the
simplest experimentally realizable case of the t-J -V -W model
with V = W = Jz = 0 makes it possible to strongly enhance
the superconducting (i.e., superfluid for our neutral system)
region of the one-dimensional (1D) phase diagram relative to
the usual t-J model.

In the present paper, we provide the details behind the
derivation of the t-J -V -W model. In particular, we show
that the manipulation of the rotational degree of freedom of
the molecules via dc electric and microwave fields makes
it possible to achieve full control of the coefficients of the
t-J -V -W Hamiltonian and discuss the implications of this
control on the accessible many-body physics. Specifically, one
can tune the system into exhibiting the physics very similar to
the original t-J model, whose phase diagram is still highly
controversial beyond one dimension [8–11]. Alternatively,
one can access a wide range of other regimes that include
the spin-1/2 XXZ magnet and numerous extensions of the
t-J model, some of which are believed to exhibit enhanced
superfluid correlations. We also show how to control the spatial
anisotropy of the Hamiltonian by changing the direction of the
applied dc electric field and how to control the optical potential
experienced by different rotational states by an appropriate
choice of lattice laser beams.

Furthermore, we study in detail the generalization of the t-
J -V -W model to the case where not only the rotational degree
of freedom of the molecules, but also their nuclear degrees
of freedom play an important role. Due to the relative sim-
plicity of their production, the only ultracold polar molecules
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Long-range and frustrated spin-spin interactions in crystals of cold polar molecules
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We describe a simple scheme for the implementation and control of effective spin-spin interactions in self-
assembled crystals of cold polar molecules. In our scheme, spin states are encoded in two long-lived rotational
states of the molecules and coupled via state-dependent dipole-dipole forces to the lattice vibrations. We show
that, by choosing an appropriate time-dependent modulation of the induced dipole moments, the resulting
phonon-mediated interactions compete with the direct dipole-dipole coupling and lead to long-range and tunable
spin-spin interaction patterns. We illustrate how this technique can be used for the generation of multiparticle
entangled spin states and the implementation of spin models with long-range and frustrated interactions, which
exhibit nontrivial phases of magnetic ordering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quantum Ising model describes a system of interacting
spins where the coupling among the spins competes with a
transverse magnetic field. It is one of the simplest models
that captures many essential aspects of quantum magnetism
and has been successfully applied to study the transition
from a paramagnetic phase to ferromagnetic or antiferro-
magnetic ordering [1]. Due to its practical relevance, this
model has been widely studied, and for many realizations
with nearest-neighbor interactions, the ground and thermal
states predicted by this model are well understood. However,
less is known about more general Ising models with long-
range or frustrated spin-spin interactions [2], where already
identifying the ground-state properties can be a complicated
and numerically demanding task. Apart from its important
role in condensed-matter physics, the Ising and related spin
models have recently also attracted a lot of attention in the
field of quantum information processing. Here, the dynamics
generated by a controlled Ising interaction between qubits
can be used to generate various two-partite and multipartite
entangled states as a fundamental resource for quantum
computation [3–5]. These potential applications have, over
the past years, stimulated a lot of additional work in the
field of spin models focused in particular on the out-of-
equilibrium dynamics and entanglement properties of this
system [6].

The broad interest in a more detailed understanding and
control of interacting spin systems on a small and larger scale
has stimulated various proposals for the implementation and
simulation of quantum Ising models using isolated atomic or
coherent solid-state systems [7]. A pioneering role in this
context is played by systems of trapped ions [8,9], where
effective, phonon-mediated spin-spin interactions can be im-
plemented and controlled by applying state-dependent light
forces [10–16]. Indeed, several proof-of-principle experiments
[17–20] have already demonstrated the possibility to simulate
Ising interactions with up to nine spins, and with such ion trap
quantum simulators, it might soon be possible to outperform
the best numerical simulations that are achievable on classical
computers today. Based on recent advances in cooling and

trapping techniques for diatomic molecules [21–28], it is
expected that, in the near future, a similar level of control
can be achieved with ensembles of ultracold polar molecules.
In this system, spin states can be encoded in long-lived
rotational or hyperfine states of the molecules, which can then
be manipulated with microwave fields and coupled via strong
electric dipole-dipole interactions [29,30]. Compared to ions,
polar molecules can easily be trapped in standard optical lattice
potentials of different geometries or, by aligning their dipole
moments, be stabilized in a high-density crystalline phase
[31–34]. The combination of these exceptional properties
makes polar molecules one of the most promising systems
for large-scale simulation of nontrivial quantum spin models
[35–42].

In a recent work [43], we have analyzed the implementation
of spin-spin interactions in a system of polar molecules
prepared in a self-assembled dipolar crystal under one- or two-
dimensional (1D or 2D) trapping conditions. We have shown
that, in this setting, resonantly enhanced phonon-meditated
spin-spin interactions can dominate over the direct couplings,
and we proposed to use this feature for the implementation
of local qubit operations in molecular quantum computing
schemes [44,45]. In this paper, we extend this analysis and
investigate potential applications of this technique for the
design of more general Ising models with nontrivial spin-spin
interaction patterns. In particular, we show that, in close
analogy to a trapped ion system, we can use a time-dependent
modulation of the induced dipole moments to address collec-
tive phonon modes in the crystal. The competition between
short-range direct and long-range phonon-mediated spin-spin
interactions then allows us to tailor the resulting effective
spin-spin couplings and tune the interaction strength and
signs freely via changing the detuning between the dipole
moment and phonon frequencies. We illustrate how this
technique can be used in the case of a small 1D crystal of
polar molecules to implement frustrated spin-spin couplings
and discuss applications for the generation of multiparticle
entangled states. Further, we provide an outlook as to how
this technique could be extended for simulation of larger spin
systems.
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d-wave superfluidity in optical lattices of ultracold polar molecules
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Recent work on ultracold polar molecules, governed by a generalization of the t-J Hamiltonian, suggests that
molecules may be better suited than atoms for studying d-wave superfluidity due to stronger interactions and larger
tunability of the system. We compute the phase diagram for polar molecules in a checkerboard lattice consisting
of weakly coupled square plaquettes. In the simplest experimentally realizable case where there is only tunneling
and an XX-type spin-spin interaction, we identify the parameter regime where d-wave superfluidity occurs. We
also find that the inclusion of a density-density interaction destroys the superfluid phase and that the inclusion of
a spin-density or an Ising-type spin-spin interaction can enhance the superfluid phase. We also propose schemes
for experimentally realizing the perturbative calculations exhibiting enhanced d-wave superfluidity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Hubbard Hamiltonian is believed to contain some of
the ingredients necessary to explain high-temperature super-
conductivity in cuprates [1–3]. The difficulties of analytically
understanding the Hubbard Hamiltonian in more than one
dimension suggest the use of experimental quantum simulators
to investigate the physics of this model, and important
experimental progress in this direction has been made with
lattices of ultracold atoms [4–10]. In the context of high-
temperature superconductivity, the most relevant regime of the
Hubbard Hamiltonian is the limit of strong on-site interactions,
in which the model reduces to the t-J Hamiltonian [1–3].
Here t is the nearest-neighbor tunneling amplitude and J is
the nearest-neighbor exchange interaction originating from
second-order virtual hopping. Unfortunately, the exchange
interactions are so small that it is extremely difficult to observe
the associated physics in the cold-atom implementation [8].

Recently, the polar molecules KRb and LiCs have been
cooled to their electronic, rotational, and vibrational ground
states [11–14], and KRb has been loaded into a three-
dimensional optical lattice [15]. This system can be used to
implement lattice Hamiltonians based on rotational states of
polar molecules [16–32]. Specifically, two rotational states
of the molecules can be used as an effective spin-1/2
degree of freedom, while dipole-dipole interactions mediate
“spin”-dependent coupling between molecules. For molecules
on neighboring sites, the strength of these dipole-dipole
interactions is "1 kHz for KRb and "100 kHz for LiCs.
These interactions are much stronger than the exchange
interactions between ultracold atoms (#1 kHz [9]). Therefore,
polar molecules seem to be better candidates for the simulation
of certain condensed matter phenomena.

Recently, it was shown that polar molecules in optical
lattices can be used to simulate a highly tunable generalization
of the t-J Hamiltonian, referred to as the t-J -V -W Hamil-
tonian [30,31]. The latter differs from the t-J Hamiltonian
in the following aspects: it has anisotropic XXZ spin-spin
interactions J$ and Jz, an independent density-density inter-
action V , a spin-density interaction W , and the interactions
are long-range dipolar rather than nearest-neighbor. This

Hamiltonian is highly tunable, and the strengths of these
interactions can, in principle, be varied independently in
experiments. In particular, the regime J > t can be achieved,
which is not possible with cold atoms where J originates from
second-order virtual hopping. Furthermore, in Ref. [31], it was
shown that, in one dimension, the t-J -V -W model can support
enhanced superfluidity relative to the standard t-J model.

In this paper, we use the tunability of the t-J -V -W Hamil-
tonian to find parameter regimes supporting robust d-wave
superfluidity in one- and two-dimensional systems of weakly
coupled plaquettes [33–38]. Furthermore, we demonstrate that
this solvable limit and the associated d-wave superfluidity are
experimentally realizable. Finally, we believe that this limit can
provide qualitative guidance for the case of the homogeneous
two-dimensional lattice.

Throughout the paper, we consider, for simplicity, an
average filling of three molecules per plaquette. In the sim-
plest experimentally realizable case where Jz = V = W = 0,
referred to as the t-J$ Hamiltonian, we find three phases: a
d-wave superfluid of bound holes, a checkerboard solid of
alternating plaquettes of bound holes, and phase separation of
bound holes. We find that the addition of a density-density
interaction proportional to V destroys the superfluid phase
in the perturbative limit. We also find that an Ising-type
spin-spin interaction proportional to Jz or a spin-density
interaction proportional to W can enhance the superfluid phase
for certain parameter regimes.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we introduce the t-J -V -W Hamiltonian and briefly
discuss its experimental implementation with polar molecules
in optical lattices. In Sec. III, we analyze the t-J$ Hamiltonian
in detail solving the single-plaquette Hamiltonian exactly
and calculating the phase diagram perturbatively. In Sec. IV,
we analyze the effects of the Jz, V , and W terms on
the superfluid phase. In Sec. V, we present proposals for
experimentally realizing the perturbative calculations for one-
and two-dimensional systems of plaquettes. Finally, in Sec. VI,
we present conclusions. Appendix A gives a brief summary
of the group theoretic techniques used to solve the single-
plaquette Hamiltonians exactly and describes the symmetries
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Holstein Hamiltonian – describes a particle 
(e.g. electron) in a bath of bosons (e.g. 
phonons) 
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on the Modified Lang Firsov (MLF) transformation [96]
which considerably improves the standard Lang Firsov
(LF) [97] approach on which strong coupling perturbation
theory (SCPT) is based. Section 2 provides the generalities
of the MLF method applied to the dispersive Holstein
Hamiltonian. In Section 3, the polaron mass is calculated
in the (anti)adiabatic regimes covering a broad range of
cases in parameter space. The spreading of the adiabatic
polaron size over a few lattice sites is shown in Section 4
through computation of the electron-phonon correlations.
In Section 5, I give further physical motivations for the
existence of light Holstein polarons: using a path-integral
method, I show how the electron-phonon coupling is
renormalized downwards in momentum space by nonlocal
correlations arising from the dispersive nature of the phonon
spectrum. Some final remarks are in Section 6.

2. Modified Lang-Firsov Method

The Holstein diatomic molecular model was originally cast
[21] in the form of a discrete nonlinear Schrödinger equation
for electrons whose probability amplitude at a molecular site
depends on the interatomic vibration coordinates [98]. The
nonlinearities are tuned by the electron-phonon coupling g,
whose strength drives the crossover between a large and a
small polaron for a given value of the adiabatic parameter.
The polaron radius is measured with respect to the lattice
constant [99, 100]. When the size of the lattice distortion is
of the same order of (or less than) the lattice constant the
polaron has a small radius and the discreteness of the lattice
must be taken into account.

In second quantization the dimension dependent Hol-
stein Hamiltonian with dispersive harmonic optical phonons
reads

H = !t
!

"i j#
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where t is the hopping integral and the first sum is over
z nearest neighbors. c†i and ci are the real space electron
creation and annihilation operators at the i-site, ni(= c†i ci)
is the number operator, b†i and bi are the phonons creation
and annihilation operators. b†q is the Fourier transform of
b†i and !q is the frequency of the phonon with vector
momentum q. Unlike the Su-Schrie!er-Heeger Hamiltonian
[101, 102] a paradigmatic model in polymer physics, in
(1) the electron hopping does not depend on the relative
displacement between adjacent molecular sites hence, the
phonon created by b†i is locally coupled to the electronic
density.

The LF transformation uses a phonon basis of fixed dis-
placements (at the electron residing site) which diagonalizes
the Hamiltonian in (1) in absence of hopping. The hopping
term is then treated as a perturbation [74, 94]. However the
standard LF approach does not account for the retardation
between the electron and the lattice deformations which
induces a spread in the size of the polaron. Precisely this e!ect
becomes important for the intermediate e-ph coupling values
which may be appropriate for some HTSc.

The idea underlying the MLF transformation [103] is
that to consider the displacements of the oscillators at
di!erent sites around an electron in order to describe the
retardation e!ect. For the present case of dispersive phonon
the MLF transformation, applied to the Hamiltonian in (1),
reads
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where Ri are the lattice vectors, and "q are the variational
parameters which represent the shifts of the equilibrium
positions of the oscillators (quantized ion vibrations) with
momentum q. The conventional Lang-Firsov transformation
is recovered by setting "q = g/!q.

Explicitly, the MLF transformed Holstein Hamiltonian in
(2) is
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where the polaron self-energy !p is
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The coordination number z is twice the system dimen-
sionality.

Looking at (3), it is clear that the unperturbed Hamilto-
nian H0 can be taken as
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while the remaining part of the Hamiltonian ( $H !H0) in the
MLF basis is considered as the perturbation part.

The energy eigenstates of H0 are given by
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on the Modified Lang Firsov (MLF) transformation [96]
which considerably improves the standard Lang Firsov
(LF) [97] approach on which strong coupling perturbation
theory (SCPT) is based. Section 2 provides the generalities
of the MLF method applied to the dispersive Holstein
Hamiltonian. In Section 3, the polaron mass is calculated
in the (anti)adiabatic regimes covering a broad range of
cases in parameter space. The spreading of the adiabatic
polaron size over a few lattice sites is shown in Section 4
through computation of the electron-phonon correlations.
In Section 5, I give further physical motivations for the
existence of light Holstein polarons: using a path-integral
method, I show how the electron-phonon coupling is
renormalized downwards in momentum space by nonlocal
correlations arising from the dispersive nature of the phonon
spectrum. Some final remarks are in Section 6.

2. Modified Lang-Firsov Method

The Holstein diatomic molecular model was originally cast
[21] in the form of a discrete nonlinear Schrödinger equation
for electrons whose probability amplitude at a molecular site
depends on the interatomic vibration coordinates [98]. The
nonlinearities are tuned by the electron-phonon coupling g,
whose strength drives the crossover between a large and a
small polaron for a given value of the adiabatic parameter.
The polaron radius is measured with respect to the lattice
constant [99, 100]. When the size of the lattice distortion is
of the same order of (or less than) the lattice constant the
polaron has a small radius and the discreteness of the lattice
must be taken into account.

In second quantization the dimension dependent Hol-
stein Hamiltonian with dispersive harmonic optical phonons
reads

H = !t
!

"i j#
c†i c j + g

!

i

ni
"
b†i + bi

#
+
!

q
!qb†qbq, (1)

where t is the hopping integral and the first sum is over
z nearest neighbors. c†i and ci are the real space electron
creation and annihilation operators at the i-site, ni(= c†i ci)
is the number operator, b†i and bi are the phonons creation
and annihilation operators. b†q is the Fourier transform of
b†i and !q is the frequency of the phonon with vector
momentum q. Unlike the Su-Schrie!er-Heeger Hamiltonian
[101, 102] a paradigmatic model in polymer physics, in
(1) the electron hopping does not depend on the relative
displacement between adjacent molecular sites hence, the
phonon created by b†i is locally coupled to the electronic
density.

The LF transformation uses a phonon basis of fixed dis-
placements (at the electron residing site) which diagonalizes
the Hamiltonian in (1) in absence of hopping. The hopping
term is then treated as a perturbation [74, 94]. However the
standard LF approach does not account for the retardation
between the electron and the lattice deformations which
induces a spread in the size of the polaron. Precisely this e!ect
becomes important for the intermediate e-ph coupling values
which may be appropriate for some HTSc.

The idea underlying the MLF transformation [103] is
that to consider the displacements of the oscillators at
di!erent sites around an electron in order to describe the
retardation e!ect. For the present case of dispersive phonon
the MLF transformation, applied to the Hamiltonian in (1),
reads

$H = eSHe!S,

S =
!

q
"qnq

"
b†!q ! bq

#
,

nq =
1$
N

!

i

nie!iq·Ri = 1$
N

!

k

c†k+qck,

(2)

where Ri are the lattice vectors, and "q are the variational
parameters which represent the shifts of the equilibrium
positions of the oscillators (quantized ion vibrations) with
momentum q. The conventional Lang-Firsov transformation
is recovered by setting "q = g/!q.

Explicitly, the MLF transformed Holstein Hamiltonian in
(2) is

$H = !!p
!

i

ni ! tp
!

i j

c†i c j

% exp

%
& 1$

N

!

q
"qb†q

"
eiq·Ri ! eiq·Ri

#
'
(

% exp

%
&! 1$

N

!

q
"qbq

"
e!iq·Ri ! e!iq·Ri

#
'
(

+
!

q
!qb†qbq +

!

q

"
g ! "q!q

#
nq

"
b†!q + bq

#
,

(3)

where the polaron self-energy !p is

!p =
1
N

!

q

"
2g ! "q!q

#
"q, (4)

and the polaronic hopping is

tp = t exp

%
&! 1

N

!

q
"2

q

)
1! #q

z

*'
(,

#q = 2
!

i=x,y,z

cos qi.

(5)

The coordination number z is twice the system dimen-
sionality.

Looking at (3), it is clear that the unperturbed Hamilto-
nian H0 can be taken as

H0 = !!p
!

i

ni +
!

q
!qb†qbq, (6)

while the remaining part of the Hamiltonian ( $H !H0) in the
MLF basis is considered as the perturbation part.

The energy eigenstates of H0 are given by
+++$i,

,
nq

-.
= c†i |0#e

+++nq1 ,nq2 ,nq3 , . . .
.
ph

, (7)
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Tunable Holstein model with cold polar molecules
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We show that an ensemble of polar molecules trapped in an optical lattice can be considered as a controllable
open quantum system. The coupling between collective rotational excitations and the motion of the molecules in
the lattice potential can be controlled by varying the strength and orientation of an external dc electric field as well
as the intensity of the trapping laser. The system can be described by a generalized Holstein Hamiltonian with
tunable parameters and can be used as a quantum simulator of excitation energy transfer and polaron phenomena.
We show that the character of excitation energy transfer can be modified by tuning experimental parameters.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.84.051401 PACS number(s): 37.10.Pq, 33.20.!t

Introduction. Many important biological processes involve
energy transfer between complex molecules in mesoscopic
aggregates [1,2]. Energy can generally be transferred inco-
herently via direct two-molecule interactions or through the
emergence of collective coherence described by excitons [3].
Incoherent energy transfer results from the interaction of exci-
tons with phonons. It is a highly debated open question whether
exciton-phonon interactions conspire to ensure the most effi-
cient and unidirectional energy transfer in biological systems
[4–6]. The exciton-phonon interactions can be described by
a Holstein model [7,8]. It is difficult to calculate numerically
the full energy spectrum for this polaron model in a complete
range of interaction parameters [9]. Therefore, it is necessary
to design an experimentally accessible many-body quantum
system that would be described by the Holstein Hamiltonian
with tunable parameters and arbitrary dimensionality. Such a
system could be used for quantum simulation of excitation
energy transfer (EET) in complex molecular aggregates and
polaron phenomena in general.

There is currently growing interest in using ultracold
atoms trapped on an optical lattice for quantum simulation
of condensed matter physics [10,11]. Ultracold atoms offer
the possibility of designing systems that are well described by
model Hamiltonians such as the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian
[12]. It was recently shown that polar molecules trapped
on an optical lattice provide new possibilities for quantum
simulation due to the presence of long-range dipole-dipole
interactions [13–15]. Here, we consider the interaction of
rotational excitons with phonons in an ensemble of ultracold
polar molecules trapped in an optical lattice. We show that,
although the translational motion of molecules is largely
determined by the intensity of the trapping laser, the dipole-
dipole interaction can be made large enough to couple the
dynamics of rotational excitons with the lattice vibrations. We
demonstrate that by tuning the trapping laser intensity and an
applied dc electric field, the strength of the exciton-phonon
coupling can be controlled, and that the character of EET can
be modified dynamically from coherent to incoherent.

Molecular crystal Hamiltonian. We consider an array of
1! polar molecules in the rovibrational ground state, trapped
in a 3D optical lattice with one molecule per lattice site and

*fherrera@chem.ubc.ca

no tunneling of molecules between sites [11,12]. Trapping of
1! diatomic molecules on an optical lattice has recently been
demonstrated [16–18]. For the lowest bands of the periodic
lattice potential, molecules vibrate harmonically around the
equilibrium positions Ri [10,12].

The trapping strength of the optical lattice is one experimen-
tal parameter to control the system. Another parameter can be
introduced by applying a dc electric field E. In a weak dc field,
the rotational ground state |g" # a|N = 0,MN = 0" + b|N =
1,MN = 0" and the excited state |e" # b|N = 0,MN = 0" !
a|N = 1,MN = 0" constitute an isolated two-level system
[14,15]. The field-free rotational states |N,MN " are eigenstates
of the rigid rotor Hamiltonian ĤR = BeN̂

2, where Be is the
rotational constant. The states |g" and |e" are eigenstates of
the Hamiltonian Ĥdc = ĤR ! d · E, where d is the electric
dipole operator. The coefficients a and b are functions of
the dc field strength E. The electric dipole-dipole interaction
V̂I(ri ,rj ) couples the rotational states of molecules in different
lattice sites. For lattice site separations aL # 500 nm and
molecules with a permanent dipole moment d ! 1 D, the
characteristic energy of the dipole-dipole interaction Vdd $
d2/a3

L is a few tens of kHz. In the two-molecule subspace S =
{|g,g",|g,e",|e,g"}, the dipole-dipole operator V̂I(ri ,rj ) has
the following matrix elements: V gg

ij = %gi,gj |V̂I|gi,gj ", V eg
ij =

%ei,gj |V̂I|ei,gj ", and Jij = %gi,ej |V̂I|ei,gj ". These integrals
can be evaluated as in Ref. [19]. V

gg
ij can be written as

V
gg
ij = Ug/|ri ! rj |3.

An ensemble of polar molecules in an optical lattice can be
represented by a Hamiltonian of the form Ĥ = Ĥph + Ĥex +
Ĥint. The first term,

Ĥph =
!

i

p2
i

2m
+

!

i,j>i

Vg(ri ,rj ) $
!

k,"

h̄#k," â
†
k," âk,", (1)

describes phonons associated with the oscillatory motion of
the molecules in the lattice potential Vg(ri ,rj ) = m#2

0(ri !
Ri)2/2 + Ug/|ri ! rj |3. The first contribution to Vg depends
on the intensity of the trapping laser that determines the
trapping frequency #0 [10] and the molecular mass m.
The second term in Eq. (1) depends on the strength of
the dipole-dipole interaction and couples the motion of
molecules in different sites. The operator â

†
k," creates a phonon

in mode k with polarization " = x,y,z. A competition between
the laser trapping force fL & m#2

0 and the dipole-dipole force

051401-11050-2947/2011/84(5)/051401(4) ©2011 American Physical Society
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field perpendicular to the axis of the array. The magnitude186

of J12 decreases with increasing field strength, whereas D12187

and V
gg

12 increase. For large dc fields, Eq. (3) reduces to the188

Holstein polaron model plus a small correction due to the finite189

value of gJ12 . In the limit of weak dc fields, D12 and V
gg

12 are190

vanishingly small due to parity selection rules, and Eq. (3)191

reduces to the SSH polaron model with Einstein phonons. The192

values of the dipole-dipole matrix elements also depend on the193

angle ! between the dc electric field and the molecular array.194

For our chosen rotational subspace with projection MN = 0195

along the electric field axis, the parameters D12, J12, and V
gg

12196

are proportional to (3 cos2 ! ! 1) and vanish for ! " 54.7#, as197

shown in Fig. 1(b).198

The strength of the exciton-phonon coupling can be con-199

trolled by tuning the trapping laser intensity and the dc electric200

field. The coupling constants in Eq. (3) can be written as201

g"ij $
%

(1/m#0)("12/a), for " = D,J . In order to quantify202

the strength of this coupling for realistic trapping conditions,203

we analyze the eigenvalues of the Holstein Hamiltonian for a204

given molecular species in a finite 1D array. We diagonalize the205

total Hamiltonian Ĥ numerically for an array of $ molecules206

in the site basis |g1, . . . ,ei, . . . ,g$ &|%1,%2, . . . ,%$ &, where %k207

is the occupation number of the phonon mode k. The phonon208

basis is truncated by including states with up to a given phonon209

occupation %max. The value of %max is increased iteratively210

until the calculated observable is converged. We partition the211

Hamiltonian as Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥint, where Ĥ0 = Ĥex + Ĥph. The212

ground-state energy Eg of the noninteracting Hamiltonian Ĥ0213

is chosen as a reference. Any interaction between rotational214

excitons and the lattice vibrations of the molecules shifts215

the ground state Eg toward lower energies. As an illustrative216

example, we show in Fig. 2 the shift &Eg for a finite array of217

LiCs molecules (d = 5.5 D [27]) separated by aL = 400 nm,218

as a function of the optical lattice trap frequency #0. Each219

curve corresponds to a different field strength E < 10 kV/cm.220

For small trapping frequencies (weaker lattices), we find221

&Eg ! J12, which is a signature of strong coupling [8]. The222

strength of the exciton-phonon coupling is larger for a dc field223

parallel to the array than for any other field orientation.224

Application to energy transfer in a phonon bath. One of the225

possible applications of a tunable Holstein Hamiltonian using226
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Polaron shift &Eg as a function of the
trapping frequency #0 for an array of 10 LiCs molecules separated
by 400 nm. Curves are shown for electric fields of 9 kV/cm (solid
line), 2 kV/cm (dashed line), and 0.6 kV/cm (dotted line). Panels
(a) and (b) correspond to a field perpendicular and parallel to the
array, respectively. In panel (a) we have |&Eg| > J12 = 6.73 kHz,
for E = 9 kV/cm and #0/2' < 20 kHz, which is a signature of
strong exciton-phonon coupling.

cold polar molecules is the simulation of excitation energy 227

transfer processes (EET) that occur in molecular crystals and 228

light-harvesting complexes at room temperature [1,2,5,6,28]. 229

For example, let us consider two LiCs molecules in an 230

optical lattice with aL = 400 nm and trapping frequency 231

#0/2' = 10 kHz, in a dc field of 10 kV/cm perpendicular 232

to the intermolecular axis. The two normal modes of lattice 233

vibration have frequencies #1 = #0 and #2 = 2.8#0. The 234

lower frequency mode does not couple to excitons because 235

it does not change the relative distance between molecules. 236

The Hamiltonian parameters for the higher frequency mode 237

are gD12/h = 12.7 kHz and gJ12/h = !2.33 kHz. This gives 238

the ratio gD12/J12 " 2, which can also be found in the Fenna- 239

Mathews-Olson photosynthetic complex, where electronic ex- 240

citations are believed to be locally coupled to phonons at each 241

site [5,6]. For a weak dc field E = 0.5 kV/cm, the first term 242

in Eq. (3) is negligible and nondiagonal coupling dominates 243

(gJ12/J12 " 0.6, for #0/2' = 10 kHz), which may allow for 244

tests of the role of spatial nonlocal phonon correlations in the 245

dynamics of EET [29]. 246

In order to model rotational EET using the generalized 247

polaron Hamiltonian in Eqs. (1)–(3), we define an initial 248

wave function |((0)& describing the coupled exciton-phonon 249

system, using the product basis described above. We prop- 250

agate the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, using the 251

Hamiltonian Ĥ, and construct the total density matrix )̂(t) = 252

|((t)&'((t)| at each time step. We then obtain the reduced 253

density matrix in the exciton subspace )̂E(t) = Trvib{)̂(t)} 254

by tracing over the states in the truncated phonon basis. 255

The diagonal elements of the reduced density matrix are 256

the time-dependent probabilities pi(t) for a molecule in site 257

i to be in the rotational excited state |ei&. We apply this 258

procedure to a 1D array of five LiCs molecules separated 259

by 400 nm, in a weak dc field E = 0.5 kV/cm perpen- 260

dicular to the array. The rotational excitation is initially in 261

molecule 1. Single-site excitation and probing of rotational 262

states can be achieved by applying an electric field gradient 263

as described in Ref. [30]. The phonon bath has initially 264

zero temperature. In Fig. 3, we show the dynamics of 265

the excitation at site 1 for different trapping frequencies 266

#0/2' , keeping E constant. In Fig. 3(a) we set #0 ( ), 267

thereby neglecting the coupling to phonons. In this limit, the 268

excitation energy oscillates coherently between the molecules 269

of the array [1], with a transfer time between adjacent sites 270

*12 = h/|J12| * 10 µs. When the exciton-phonon coupling 271

is turned on, by decreasing the trapping frequency in this 272

case, the transport of the excitation is suppressed due to a 273

competition between the exciton-phonon interactions and the 274

excitonic energy transfer. When the exciton-phonon coupling 275

is strong enough, all the site populations pi(t) approach 276

an equilibrium value. This is shown in Fig. 3(b), where 277

only the population in site 1 is presented for simplicity. 278

We obtain a similar behavior when #0 is kept constant and 279

the dc field strength is dynamically tuned from weak to 280

strong. 281

Discussion. We have shown that the translational and 282

rotational states of polar molecules trapped in an optical 283

lattice can interact in the presence of a dc electric field. This 284

interaction is described by a generalized polaron model with 285

tunable parameters. All the terms in the Hamiltonian can be 286

001400-3
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Beyond quantum simulation 

Can molecules on an optical lattice 
be used to realize dynamical systems 
that can not be realized in solid-

state crystals?  



Electronic excitation of molecules in a molecular crystal 

|e�

|g�

φn = |g�1|g�2...|e�n|g�n+1...|g�N

ψk =
�

n

eik·rn√
N

φn



Electronic excitation of molecules in a molecular crystal 

|e�

|g�

φn = |g�1|g�2...|e�n|g�n+1...|g�N

ψk =
�

n

eik·rn√
N

φn

|e�

|g�

ψk =
�

n

eik·rn√
N

φn

φn = |g�1|g�2...|e�n|g�n+1...|g�N



What can we do with molecules on an optical lattice  
      that cannot be done in experiments with  
      solid-state molecular crystals? 



Ultracold molecules on optical lattices  
= molecular crystals with unusual properties: 

Intermolecular interactions are very weak, 
much weaker than the energy of rotational 

splitting in molecules 

Molecules are held in the crystal by optical 
field forces, not intermolecular interactions 



Molecules are in states  
of well-defined parity 



Parity of molecules can 
be broken by applying an 
electric field Molecules are in states  

of well-defined parity 



Dispersion Curves!
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 Frenkel biexciton: 

   Can two Frenkel excitons form a bound state?  

   Never observed in sold-state molecular crystals …      



P̂
†
n|g�n = |e�n P̂n|e�n = |g�n

Exction Hamiltonian:

Ĥexc = E0

Nmol�

n=1

P̂
†
nP̂n +

1

2

Nmol�

n,m=1

J(n−m)P̂ †
nP̂m,

Exction - Exciton Interaction:

Ĥdyn =
1

2

Nmol�

n,m=1

D(n−m)P̂ †
nP̂

†
mP̂nP̂m



states of different parity 

states of the same parity 

In	  solid-‐state	  molecular	  crystals:	  



rrA B

R



rrA B

RThus, by using Eq. (A7), we rewrite Eq. (A6) as

V̂dd(R) = −
�

4π

5

�1/2

(6)1/2

�
1

R3

� �

q

(−1)−q Y2,−q(θR, φR) [d(1)
A ⊗ d(1)

B ](2)
q . (A8)

We are interested in evaluating the matrix elements V̂dd(R) in the uncoupled basis

{|NAMNA�|NBMNB� : NA(NB) = 0, 1, . . . ,∞}, whose kets describes the combined state of

two 1Σ molecules with their centers of mass fixed in the space-fixed frame.

The matrix element of V̂dd(R) can be evaluated for two dimensional geometries by re-

stricting the angle between the space-fixed z axis and R to the value θR = π/2. R thus

lays on the xy plane of the space-fixed frame, with an angle φR with respect to the positive

half of the x axis. Since we want to evaluate the matrix elements of V̂dd(R) for molecules

whose centers of mass are fixed, particular values of φR must be chosen for a given pair of

molecules.

The non-zero components of Y2,−q(θR, φR), for θR = π/2, are

Y2,0 = −
�

5

16π

�1/2

(A9a)

Y2,2 =

�
15

32π

�1/2

ei2φR (A9b)

Y2,−2 =

�
15

32π

�1/2

e−i2φR , (A9c)

hence substitution of these spherical harmonics in Eq. (A8) gives

V̂dd(R, θR) = −3

�
1

R3

� �
1

2
ei2φR [d(1)

A ⊗ d(1)
B ](2)

−2 +
1

2
e−i2φR [d(1)

A ⊗ d(1)
B ](2)

2

−
�

1

6

�1/2

[d(1)
A ⊗ d(1)

B ](2)
0

�
. (A10)

The operator V̂dd(R, θR) is thus a sum of three term with distinct physical meaning

according to the Wigner-Eckart theorem; two terms associated with transitions that increase

or decrease the value of MNA +MNB by two units , and one term associated with transitions

that conserve the value of MNA + MNB . Only the term that leave the value of MNA + MNB

unchanged is independent of R.

The operator that describes an interacting system in one dimension is derived from Eq.

(A10), by fixing the value of the angle φR. In order to avoid dealing with complex matrix

elements, we choose the value φR = 0 as a convention, which means that the array of

42



In solid-state molecular crystals: 

   D << J 



In order for two excitons to form a 
bound state, we must have 

        | D | > 2 | J | 

G.	  Vektaris,	  JCP	  101,	  3031	  (1994)	  



states of different parity 

states of the same parity 

In solid-state molecular crystals: 



LiCs molecules in an optical lattice with lattice separation a = 400 nm 
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A	  molecular	  crystal	  with	  tunable	  
impuri2es	  



Impurities�

Scatterer with the strength = difference in transition energies:  

Breaks translational symmetry  Mixes states with different k  

One impurity:  
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cross sections for |k|� π/a, in 3D and 2D, as

σ3D(k, V0) =
2π�2

/|m∗|
Tk + E

(3D)
b

, (5a)

σ2D(k, V0) =
4π2

/k

π2 + ln
2

�
E(2D)

b (∆−Tk)

Tk(∆−E(2D)
b )

� , (5b)

where E
(3D)
b = (2/π−V0/∆)

2∆ and E
(2D)
b = ∆/ [exp(4∆/πV0)− 1]. In 3D, the bound state

exists only if V0 > 2∆/π. Resonant enhancement of the scattering cross section occurs for

values of V0 that support a shallow bound state (Eb ∼ T → 0). As a result of the negative

effective mass of the exciton, the bound state that leads to resonance is produced by a

repulsive potential. Equations (??) are derived in the approximation ∆Jn,0 = 0. Including

∆Jn,0 in the calculation leads to a shift of the positions of the resonance and the resonant

enhancement of the scattering cross section at a slightly different value of V0 [? ].

FIG. 2: (color online) (a) Excitation energies ∆Eeg for transitions |0, 0� → |1,M� with M = 0

(upper curve) and M = ±1 (lower curve) vs electric field for three polar molecules. (b) Expanded

view of the encircled area in panel (a). (c) Exciton-impurity 2D scattering cross sections for

|k|a = 4 × 10−5 (solid line), |k|a = 4 × 10−3 (dashed line), and |k|a = 4 × 10−2 (dotted line).

a = 400 nm and E0 = 3228.663 V/cm

Experiments with optical lattices allow for controlled deposition of ultracold particles at

different lattice sites, which can be used to generate exciton-impurity systems with con-

trolled spatial distributions of impurities. Another advantage of optical lattices for studying

exciton dynamics is the absence of phonons [? ]. Therefore, for low exciton density, one

can use scattering by impurities to fully control the dynamics of exciton wavepackets. A

generalization of Hamiltonian (??) describes the dynamics of an exciton in the presence of

Ni substitutional impurities at positions in in the lattice. This Hamiltonian can be written

as Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ŵ + V̂ , with the corresponding matrix elements in the basis of free-exciton

states |Ψk� given by

�Ĥ0�q,k = E(k)δk,q, (6a)

�Ŵ �q,k =
2∆J(a)

Nmol
(cosq · a + cosk · a)

Ni�

in=1

e
i(q−k)·in , (6b)

5

Exciton – impurity Hamiltonian matrix!

�V̂ �q,k =
V0

Nmol

Ni�

in=1

ei(q−k)·in , (6c)

where V = V0, and ∆J(a) = ∆Jn,n−1. Here, we neglect the fast-decaying terms ∆Jn,m

with |n − m| > 1. The terms V̂ and Ŵ correspond to diagonal and off-diagonal disorder,

respectively, in the site representation.

FIG. 3: (color online) Probability density |Ψ(x)|2 (solid line) of a lattice eigenstate near the top of

the energy band, for a 1D array of 1000 LiCs molecules, with 1% of LiRb impurities (dots). Panels

correspond to different values of V0: (a) V0 = 0, (b) V0/h = 21 kHz, and (c) V0/h = 29 kHz.

When an external electric field is such that V = 0, exciton-impurity scattering occurs

only due to the difference in dipole moments between host and impurity molecules. The

eigenstates of the corresponding Hamiltonian are localized wavepackets in real space. Figure

3 shows the probability density of a particular eigenstate of Hamiltonian (6) near the top

of the energy band, for different values of V0. We consider a 1D array of LiCs separated by

400 nm, with a random distribution of LiRb impurities (d0 = 4.165 Debye, 2Be = 13.2268

GHz [? ]), which gives ∆J(a)/h = −6.89 kHz. Due to the negative effective mass of free-

exciton states, high energy eigenstates are dominated by free-exciton states with k ≈ 0.

These eigenstates are localized (Fig. 3a). Delocalization of these states can be achieved by

applying an electric field so that V0 ≈ −4∆J(a) (see Fig. 3b). In this case, for a given

k, the matrix elements �V̂ �q,k and �Ŵ �q,k cancel for q ≈ k, which suppresses the coupling

between the corresponding free-exciton states. Localized eigenstates with different energies

become delocalized at different values of V0 because �Ŵ �q,k is wavevector dependent. The

wavepackets are localized for values of V0 that do not balance the effect of ∆J(a) (Fig. 3c).

Microwave photons with linear polarization can be used to generate a rotational excita-

tion. We consider an excitation generated in a lattice with impurities in the presence of

an electric field that corresponds to V0 = 0. The electric field can then be tuned to intro-

duce a repulsive or attractive potential V0. This can be used to modify the dynamics of

exciton-impurity scattering. To illustrate this, we set V = V0f(t) in Hamiltonian (6), and

solve the corresponding time-dependent Schrödinger equation. We expand the eigenstate

of the system in the free-exciton basis, |Ψ(t)� =
�

k C(k, t)|Ψk�e−iE(k)t/�
, and integrate the

corresponding 2Nmol × 2Nmol system of first-order differential equations for the complex

amplitudes C(k, t).

6

Off-diagonal disorder!

Diagonal disorder!
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Applications�

•  Time-domain quantum simulation of localization of quantum particles: �

   timescale of Anderson localization �
   dynamics of exciton localization as a function of effective mass, exciton  �
                bandwidth, and exciton-impurity interaction strength �
   effect of disorder correlations on localization and delocalization �

•  Negative refraction of MW fields�

•  Controlled preparation of many-body entangled states of molecules�

•  Effects of dimensionality and finite size on energy transfer in crystals�

Crystal with tunable impurities: �

Phys. Rev A 82, 033428 (2010) 



Spin	  excita2ons	  in	  a	  crystal	  of	  
magne2c	  molecules	  



€ 

2Σ molecules	  
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Frenkel exciton
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Frenkel exciton
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Frenkel exciton
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    Ultracold molecucules may allow for  
      the study of novel Frenkel exciton physics 

  Study the formation and properties of Frenkel biexcitons  

  Controlled exciton – phonon interactions -> bipolarons,  
   possibly other interesting quasi-particles.  

  Creation of excitons with negative effective mass =>  
            negative refraction of EM field 

  A crystal with tunable exciton – impurity interactions =>  
     controlled Anderson localization of excitons  



Quantum simulation of the Holstein model 

  Energy transfer in mesoscopic molecular aggregates 

  Controllable open systems, potentially with both  
         Markovian and non-Markovian baths 



The	  end	  




